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By R. GREGORY NOK ES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP ) — Sharply
higher prices for gasoline and heating
oil helped push wholesale prices up 0.9
percent in, April, despite the first
decline in food prices in eight montlis„
the government said today.
Although the increase in wholesale
prices was the lowest in five months, it
still showed inflation continuing at
above 10 percent at the wholesale level.
The April increase represents a
compound annual rate of 11.5 percent.
Prices had increased 1 percent in
March and in February.
Food prices at the wholesale level
declined 0.3 percent, the first drop since
last Agust and an indication that the
upward spiral in supermarket prices
may be about over. Wholesale prices
eventually are reflected in the prices
consumers pay.
But the Labor Department said
prices of goods other than foods in-
creased 1.3 percent in April, the biggest
monthly increase since October 1974.
The department said gasoline prices
increased 4.4 percent and home
heating-oil prices were up 6.7 percent.
The rise in gasoline and heating oil
prices reflects a partial shortage of
petroleum products resulting from the
cutback in Iranian oil production.
President -Carter's proposal to
decontrol domestic oil prices is certain
to push fuel costs even higher in months
ahesd.
The wholesale price changes were
reported in the Labor Department's
Producer Price Index for finished
goods — those which are ready for sale
to the consumer.
The department said the index in
April stood at 211.2 percent of the 1967
average of 100, meaning that goods
priced at $100 then had increased in
price to $211.20 last month.
Wholesale prices had increased 10.3
percent in the '12=ffionth period ending
in April.
The increase in prices for goods other
than food showed that the nation will
continue to have serious problems with
inflation even after the upward spiwil in
food prices eases. However, ad-
ministration officials expect inflation
will begin to ease at all levels by
summer and continue to improve
during the rest of the year.
today's index 
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Periods of-rain and locally
heavy thunderstorms tonight and
Friday. Lows tonight low to mid
50s. Highs Friday low to mid 60s.
Kent ack(Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday:
Chance of showers Saturday and
Monday. Partly cloudy Sunday.
Lows in the mid 40s to mid 50s
Saturday and in the 40s Sunday




Karl Maslowski of Cincinnati, Ohio, will
present a special program Saturaay
evening. Other guest speakers
representing Western Kentucky
University, Murray State University,
Austin Peay State University, and
Cumberland Falls State Resort Park
will also be included in the program.
This will be a good opportunity for the
public to visit the new Wildlife
Propagation Center at LBL. Giant
Canada geese, blue-winged teal, other
waterfowl, and a variety of low-
population wildlife will be propagated
there. John H. Ellis, Propagation
Oil Companies Should
Refund $1.7 Billion
WASHINGTON (APi -- Seven major
oil companies accused of overcharging
customers for crude oil should have to
refund the nearly $1.7 billion to con-
sumers or the federal treasury, says
the Department of Energy.
The companies were accused by the
department Wednesday of violating
federal price controls on crude oil,
primarily by incorrectly cla&sifkring
low-priced oil so it could be sold at a
higher.price.
Paul Bloom, special Energy
Department counsel for compliance,
told a news conference that the corn-
plaintkwere administratO and did not
invotve charges of criminal activity.
He said the department would seek to
have the alleged overcharges refunded
to cottsumers whose cairns can be
identified or to the federal treasury as a
last resort.
iThe latest complaints bring to about
$3.5 billion the amount alleged to have
been overcharged by refiners during
the past 51+,2 years, he said. The com-
plaints are the result of audits of the
major refiners to check their com-
pliance with federal price regulations
from August 1973 through March 1979.
The Energy Department's proposed
orders seek the highest refund from
Texaco at $888.3 rnillion, Gulf Oil
followed with $577.9 million.
The orders also seek $101.6 million
from Standard Oft of. California, $42
million from Atlantic Richfield and $29
million from Marathon Oil.
Other refunds sought include: $24.1
million from Standard Oil of Indiana
and $16.9 million from Standard Oil of
Ohio.
The allegations were either denied by
the companies or they had no im-
mediate comment.
April's 0.3 percent decline in food
prices at the wholesale level followed
four consecutive months in which those
prices had advanced at more than one
percent. The department said there
were lower prices for pork, coffee,
fresh vegetables and poultry.
Wholesale price changes are included
in the Producer Price Index, which
reports prices at three levels: the
wholesale — or finished goods — level,
when goods are ready for sale to the
final user; the intermediate level,
where they have received some
processing; and the crude level, where
goods have not yet received any
processing.
The department said prices at the
intermediate level were up 1.5 percent,
the most in nearly five years, while
prices for crude goods declined 0.4
percent, the first drop in more than a
year.
Wholesale prices increased at a 14.1
percent annual rate in the first three
months of the year, the largest quar-
terly rise in 41/2 years. Consumer prices
increased at a 13 percent annual rate in
the same period.
BE KIND TO ANIMALS WEEK — Members of the board of directors of the
Murray-Calloway County Humane Society met recently to plan Be Kind To
Animals Week (May 6-12) locally. Left to right are Mrs. Martha Enix and Mrs.
Jean Blankenship, board members, Keith Heim, president, and Mrs. Carole
Hahn, publicity chairman. The officers and directors will host tours of the
animal shelter on Sycamore Extended from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday, May 6
during an open house Refreshments wilt be served.
Gubernatorial Campaign Forges
Ahead From West To East
By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
The Kentucky gubernatorial cam-
paign forged ahead from the flatlands
of the west to the eastern mountains
Wedhesday as candidates stumped for
votes in the May 29 primary.
The latest corner to the Democratic
field, John Y. Brown Jr., accused rival
Terry McBrayer of being a "puppet"
for the administration of Gov. Julian
Carroll.
McBrayer, for his part, campaigned
in Hart, Breckinridge and Meade
counties.
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane, another Democrat, plugged for
increased coal use while touring the
eastern and western coalfields from
Madisonville to Hazard.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard,
campaigning in the traditionally
Republican stronghold of the Fifth
Districts- called for stepped-up state
efforts to promote Kentucky tourism.
LBL, Parks Department
To Sponsor Spring Salute
GOLDEN POND — The Kentucky
Department, of Parks and TVA's Land
Between The Lakes (LBIs are spon-
soring a salute to spring, May 4-6 at
Lake Barkley State Resort -Park near
Cadiz.
This three-day weekend, Nature
Extravaganza, will center around field
trips at Lake Barkley State Resorts
Park and to LEtj‘ in search of birds,
.wildflowers, and mammals and
workshops in nature photography, wild
foods, and others. Program topics
include Waterfowl Nesting Behavior,
Star Gaze, Stream Stroll, a tour of the
Wildlife Propagation Center at LBL,
Environmental Landscaping for your
Facilities Manager, will be a guest
speaker and will also provide the tour
during Nature Extravaganza.'
Ellis has over 30 years' experieneean
propagating and studying wild
waterfowl. He has traveled extensively,
studying the ecology of breeding
wildfowl, and has several "firsts" in
the production of waterfowl in cap-
tivity'.
The entire family is welcome at this
salute to spring as the world around us
from the forest floor to. the stars and
planets is explored. There will be a
special Junior Naturalist program for
participants 7 to 14.
or additional -information- witarai4i, -arid 1Vtarr-and Natnre--nr—
Nature Extravaganza, Program
Coordinator, TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, or
telephone (502) 924-5602, extension 29]
e.
State Auditor George Atkins cam-
paigned in Woodford and Clark counties
in the Bluegrass and called for
guaranteed annual salary increases for
state workers.
The sixth major Democratic con-
tender, Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, spent
the day with her staff , at Frankfort
headquarters.
The GOP race featured former Gov.
Louie Nunn in southcentral Kentucky,
where he spent most of the day in
Wayne and Clinton counties. His only
rival, former state Sen. Ray White, was
scheduled to divide his time between
Leitchfield and 'Hardinsburg.
SLOANE
In news conferences at both ends of
Kentucky,. Sloane said pending federal
environmental regulations would cut in
half the allowable emission of sulfur-
dioxide from coal-burning 'plants and
"would destroy the market for western
Kentucky coal and plunge .much of the
state into economic chaos."
Sloane called on the U.S. Department
of Energy and the Environmental
Protection Agency to make fair and
lasting coal-related environmental
regulations, but warned that excessive
pollution limits could jeopardize the
state's coal economy.
In Madisonville, he claimed that a
recent report by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory showed coal
unfeasible as a fuel for 70 percent of the
nen on's industries because of un-
certainty over environmental rule and
a lack of policy planning.
See CAMPAIGN





In an attempt to increase strength in
the Kentucky Army Reserve, Calloway
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller was joined by Senators Walter D.
Huddle ston and Wendell Ford on April
30 in proclaiming May as "Kentucky's
Owri 100th Division of the Army
Reserve Month."
"Today a large percentage of the
United States' military strength rest in
the Army Reserve," Miller said.
"Therefore, we cannot allow it to fall
behind in enlistments as Murray's
Company D has. I sincerely hope that
this proclaimation will focus the
public's attention on the Reserve! We
need everyone's support in assisting the
Reserve in its drive to bring Company
D back up to full strength."
The Murray-based Company D of the
398th Regiment of Kentucky's Century
Division of the Army Reserve was put
on probation, effective April 5, because
of "unsatisfactory strength main-
tenance,"
The stipulations of the probation say
that "unless significant improvement is
made within 90 days, serious con-
sideration will be given to moving the
unit to another area that will be more
conducive to recruiting and retention
activities."
The Army Reserve opened recruiting
substations today in Murray, Mayfield
and Clinton.
"The opening of the substations in
these towns is part of our intensified
recruiting plan," Captain Don Pavlik,
area commander, said. "We will also
be increasing our recruiting efforts,
conducting mass mailouts and in-
volving the community and media as
much as we can in our push to
strengthen these units."
On Jan. 1, 1979, the Army and Army
Reserve joined their recruiting efforts
and, according to Pavlik, the merger
has been quite successful.
.The Reserves is offering monetary
incentives for new inlistments. To those
who qualify, an option for a $1,500 cash
bonus or $2,000 in educational
assistance is being offered until mid-
June.
Anyone interested in further in-
formation about the Army Reserve
opportunities can contact a recruiter at
the Murray substation or call collect to
442-2949 in Paducah.
Hal Cathey Trial
Set For May 2. 1
The murder trial of Hal Cathey of
Murray is slated to begin Monday, May
21, in McCracken County Circuit Court,
according to a spokesman in the office
of Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Bryant.
The charges e.gainst Cathey stem
from the June 7, 1978, beating of 27-
year-old Vicki McChesney, a Murray
State University senior, who was found
lying unconscious at the emergency
room entrance of the-Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mrs. McChesney, a native of Prin-
ceton, died July 23, 1978, at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah. The
McCracken County coroner attributed
the death to severe head injuries
received from a beating with a blunt
instrument.
The trial will be held in McCracken
County, rather than Calloway County,
site the victim pied in that county.
Mrs. Myers is Parent Of
Year For State Head Start
Janie Myers from the Murray Head
Start Program has been selected the'
Head Start Home-Based Parent of the
Year 'tor the State of Kentucky. Mrs.
Myers was honored at a banquet at the
Kentucky Head Start Association
Meeting in Lexington last week. Her
daughter, Heather, has been in the
Murray Home 'lased Program since
November, 1978.
Both Mrs. Myers and Hattie Blanton,
center-based nomineee, were selected
by the Murray Head Start Program to
compete at the state level for parent of
the year. Criteria for selection of parent
of the year on the local level include
both center volunteer participation and
the sincerity and interest of the parent
as the primary educatorof the child.
Both parerits-were requIreaTo write a
letter on the theme, "What Head Start
Means To Me," to be presented to the
state selection committee.
Other honors bestowed on the Murray
Head Start Program included the
election of Al Kelso, a parent and staff
member, to the position of third vice-
president of the Kentucky Head Start
Association. His duties in this capacity
will include the assurance' that Head
Start Parents will be represented at
each quarterly Head Start Association
meeting. He will serve in this position
for one year. Kelso also participated in
a workshop entitled "Fathers in the
Classroom."
Betty Kelso, this year's third vice-
president presided over the Parent of
the Year banquet and participated in
one of the workshops. Due to her ef-
forts, she not only brought recognition
tc the Murray Head Stairloilram, but
also promoted more Parent
Involvement at the State level during
the 1978-1979 program year.
Brown Claims 'Nothing To Gain But Honor'
By MATT SANDERS
Staff Reporter
"I have nothing to gain but the honor
of serving in this office. And I can put
government in the direction that it
should be going," John Y. Brown Jr.,
Democratic candidate for governor,
said in a press conference Wednesday




candidate, campaigned through 
Jr. (right), Democratic gubernatorial
hB:tiseriCalloway County Courthouse Wed-
nesday afternoon as part of a political swing through west KentuckypHere,
Brown shakes hands with Dr. Gil staihis, professor of economics at Murray
State University. Staff Photo In Matt Sanders
The multimillionaire was cam-
paigning through west Kentucky with
Ralph Ed Graves, a former Democratic
gubernatorial candidate who withdrew
from the race in favor of Brown.
GraVeSS the publisher of newspapers in
Bardwell and Clinton, is a former
commissioner of the department for
local government.
Brown, who announced his candidacy
on March 27, said that he had more to
offer than any of his -rivals because he
was an independent candidate.
He added that he felt confident of his
current position because he received
statistics from a poll taken by New
York political analyst Hugh Schwartz
that had him "tied for second place in
the race, a few points out of first "
Brown would not comment on who the
other candidates were.
Brown also mentioned that a trend
Was being set for businessmen-
governors. He Said the last seven new
governors elected nationwide were
businessmen. .
Attracting new industries is one of the
primary concerns to the former king of
the Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise.
He stated that Array had great
potential to gain new businesses with its
location and the university. - -
Lowering workthen's compensation
is a main issue to keep present in-
dustries and attract new ones, Brown
said. He added that he would "sit down
with labor, management and insurance
companies and settle workmen's
compensation. Kentucky can't afford to
lose any business because of it."
Brown, a former owner of the Buffalo
Braves and Boston Celtics franchises of
the National Basketball Association,
said that he will recommend a plan to
encourage small businessmen across
the state.
Revamping personal income tax,
primarily in the $15,000 to $35,000
brackett, is another issue, according to
Brown. He said people with lower in-
comes should pay lower taxes.
In summarizing his campaign, his
goal is to change the morals and ethic*
of politics in order to simplify goietri-
ment. He emphasized that with his
background, he can head state
government.
"Being a businessman, I know where
to, cut and I know where to make
changes," Brown said.
Brown, who campaigned in Paducah
and Bowling Green before coming to
Murray, visited some., area businesses
after leaving the courthouse. He
returned to Paducah Wednesday night
where he met his wife of less than two
months, Phyllis George. George, a
former CBS sports commentator and
Miss America of 1970, was the guest
speaker at the Paducah Community
College athletic banquet.
A spokesman for Brown stated that
*the candidate has scheduled at least
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Snyder And Adams
Wedding Planned
Viss Susan Marie Sruv.dfr
and Terry Lee Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. ('harlie Snyder of Murray Route 3 announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
-daughter, Susan Marie, to Terry Lee Adams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Ray. Adams.
The bride-elect will be a 1979 graduate of Calloway. County
High School. '
Mr. Adams, a 1978 graduate of Calloway County. High
School, is presently employed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company', Mayfield.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, June 2, at 2
p.rn. at the lam Grove Baptist Church; Murray Route 3. A
reception will follo'w at the Murray Jaycees building on High-
way-121 North.
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By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS :;aaaaaaaaaaaaaa:•;a:
The warm days following
Easter Sunday have really
brought forth the blossoms.
The Dogwoods have never
been prettier and the shrubs
are beginning to be full of
buds.
My Viburnum that I look,
forward to each year. is
ready to show uS its big fiat
blooms. The Hydrangeas and
the Virburnums are similar
in habits and in some of their
blossoms. For instance, 1
have a Snowball, which is a
Virburnum. and also a
Hydrangea, which looks like
a big snowball. But the leaves
are different. The foliage is
one thing that usually tells us
what the plant is, and the
ribbed leaves of the Vir-
burnuni are unmistakable.
The Dutch Iris are popping
up now, and I had forgotten
how dainty they are. Now I
look forward to seeing the
Japanese Iris bloom later in
the season. They are the
realty handsome members of
the Iris family, with their big
flat blossoms and rich colors.
They love a damp spot where
few things will do well.
Instead of bulbs or rhizomes,
they just have roots and
require very little attention.
I am taking the liberty of
copying part of a column
written by my daughter, Mrs.
Vyron Mitchell in the Fulton,
Ky , Daily Leader. The
following was given to her by
a friend, but I do not know the
author You have probabl>.
read it, or similar things
before. but I think it bears
repeating. It is called,
"Planting a Garden."




"Next to them, plant three•
rows of Squash: Squash
Gossip, Squash Criticism,
Squash Indifference.
—then plant five rows of
Lettuce: Let Us Be Faithful,
Let Us Be Loyal. Let Us Be
Unselfish, Let Us Love One
Another, and Let Us Be
Truthful
"No Garden is complete
without Turnips: Turn Up for
Church, Turn Up With a
Smile, Turn Up With a New
Idea and Tarn Up with Real
Determination.
"This program properly
carried out produces quite
fast results. After planting.
check up in a few days and
see how your garden is
doing."
We feel sometimes that our
gardens in the yard are hard
to tend to, but it would really
be a task to follow all the
above instructions and carry
them out,
Now that the groping
season is upon usAet's make
Our yards beautiful --
LEP TIP
Crinkly lips can be
remedied by using glos
liberally over lipstick_
Grocery Bills Continued To




their seemingly endless climb
upward during April, with
meat prices leading the way,
an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
There are indications that
the worst of this year's price
'increases may be behind us.
But the AP survey showeq
consumers still have to shop
carefully to keep the family
budget-within bounds.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
focri and nonfood items,
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1,1973 and has
rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month.
The latest _survey showed
that the marketbasket bill
increased at the checklist
store in eight cities last -
month, rising an average of
2.4 percent. The bill decreased
in five -.cities: the average
decrease was the same as the
average increase — 2.4 per-
cent. On an overall basis, the
marketbasket bill at the
checklist stores was half a
percent higher at the end of
the month than it was in the
beginning.
Improvement
The -situation was an im-
provement from March when
the. overall increase in the
marketbasket trill was 1.8
percent.
Government officials .have
said recently that the rate of
increase, in food prices is
declining and should continue
to do So. Howard J. Hjort, the





One I)av F rn Pr4ocessing,
1111. 12th —
stepped up production of pork
and poultry has helped take
the pressure off beef prices.
The AP survey found the
pork picture mixed during
April. The price of a pound of
pork chops declined at the
checklist store in five cities —
generally by about a dime a
pound. But the price increased
in an equal number of cities
and some of the boosts were
substantial.
The beef situation was less
encouraging. The price of a
pound of chopped chuck in- '
creased at the checklist store
in six cities last month and
declined in only two.
Higher This Year
Comparing grocery prices
today with those a 'year
earlier, the AP found in-
creases at the checklist store
in everyy year. On the
average, the marketbasket
bill at the beginning of May
was 10.3 percent higher than it
was 12 months ago.
No attempt was made to
weight the AP-survey- results—
according • to population
density or In terms of what
percent of a family's actual '
grocery outlay each item
represents. The day of the
week on which the check was
made varied depending on the
month.
The AP did not try to
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city ; ' comparisons were made
only in terms of percentages
of increase or decrease.
The items on the AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops,.
frozen orange juice con-
centrate, coffee, paper towels.
butter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy peanut
butter, laundry detergent,
fabric softener, tomato sauce,
milk, frankfurters and
granulated sugar. A 15th item,
chocolate chip cookies, was
dropped from the list at the
end of November 1977 because
the manufacturer discon-
tinued the package size used
in the survey. The cities were:
Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta,
Ga., Boston. Chicago, Dallas,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
New York, Philadelphia,
Providence, --Salt Lake City
and Seattle.
ALL-OCCASION
You don't need a lot of
41.0thes-to-haut-au.all.occa.sion-
wardrobe, say Extension
specialists in clothing with the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. Plan
before you buy each item. Ask
yourself if it will go with other'
items in your wardrobe. Such
a plan will help you present
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 Mr. and Mrs. Eddy
Williams, Route 6, Box 209,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Scott Wayne,
_ weighing seven pounds 10
ounces, measuring 193.4 in-
ches, born on Wednesday,
March 21, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Miss Sheree Ku Brandon
and 'Jerry Paul Jones
. Mr. and Mrs. Max H. Brandon of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter.
Sheree Kaye, to Jerry Paul Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Jones, also °Murray.
Miss Brandon is a graduate of Murray High School. She
will be a senior at Murray State University and is employed
at Roses, Inc. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. G. C. Ash-
craft and the late Mr.. Ashcraft of Murray, and of Mrs. H. 0.
Brandon and the late Mr. Brandon of Hazel.
Mr. Jones is a graduate o Murray High School, attended
Murray State University, and is employed at the Murray
Division of Tappan, Inc. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborne Jones of Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. AlviS
Outland, also of Murray.
The double ring ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday,
June 30, at 4 p.m. at the Locust Grove Baptist Church. A
reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
an the reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
Save15-79 o,, ofkiminain ladders• ,
S111'1 ,1010 H,S 1 A11 NY( 1..401.4.14S
5,,
Shannon Wayne, 3, and a
daughter, Kari Lynn, 2.. The
father is with the Murray
Electronics and Security.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
James Outland of Murray
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INGEBORG KING, seated right, was honored at a party held by the Welcome Wagon
Bridge Club at the home of Pat Winchester on April 24. Those present were, left' to
right, seated, Dorothy Overbey, Doris Johnson, Mrs. King, standing, Chi Chi Stinett,
Leone Travis, June Carlson, and Lee Leiser. On May 10, the Welcome Wagon Club
plans a day tour to Land Between the Lakes. Reservations are necessary and may be
made by calling Dorothy Overby, 753-2374.
Miss Gena Rene Dick
To Marty Terry Ross
The wedding of Miss Gina Rene Dick, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James N. Dick of Benton,,and Terry Lynn Rg,ss, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ross of Hardin, will be solemnized on
Friday, May 4, at 7 p.m. at the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony in the church
fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
.Miss Dick, a 1976 graduate of Marshall County HighSchool,
is the granddaughter of .Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilkerson and
Mrs. Lucille Puckett, all of Benton, and Charles C. Dick of
Jackson, Mich. She is the greet granddaughter of Mrs. Willie
Griggs of Benton.
Mr. Ross is the grandson of Mrs. Lola Jones and Mrs. Vada
Ross, both of Marshall County. He is a 1976 graduate of
-Marshall County High School and is self employed.
44,K CORNER—!--7
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of Gene Steely of Murray and
Doris Jennings Frazier of
Texas, has been named to the
honor roll at the Art Institute
at Atlanta, Ga.
Mrs. Conner is married to
Michael Conner, student at
Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Ga. He




The -WM') of the Salem
Baptist Church held its April
meeting at at the church with
Pauline Elkins in charge of
the program on the subject,
"Ye Are the Light of the
World," -







Fain, Eleanor Miller, and
Reba Fain.
Murray Shrine Club Holds
Dinner Meet At Triangle
The Murray Shrine Club
held its monthly meeting on
Saturday, April 21, at the
Triangle Restaurant with the
invocation being given by the
Rev. Henry McKenzie', club
chaplain.
Members and wives at-
tending were Messrs and
Mesdames Kenneth Jackson,
James Armbruster, Jack
Norwine, Dan Rodden, Clark
Joy, Ray Algiers,.. Don
Robinson, Bobby Fike,
Woodrow .. Dunn, Wilson
Hewstone, Fred Westfall,
James Kincannon, Paul
Redden, Roy Folsom, Cliff
Finney, Freed Cotham,
Norman Klapp, Henry
McKenzie, William E. Mof-
fett, Robert Farley, Rex
Donelson, Bub Stacey, and
Grogan Named
Dean's List
Kenneth Bryan Grogan, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Grogan, 805 Doran Road,
Murray, has been named to
the Dean's List at the
Southern College af
Optometry, Memphis, Tenn.
Grogan is a graduate of
Murray High School. The
announcement of his
placement on the dean's list
was made by John R. Levene,
0. D., Ph.D., Dean of Faculty,
Southern College- of
Optometry.
James C. Williams, and Mr.
Bruce Wilson.




Tidwell, and Lora Arnold.
Visitors were Mrs. Eunice.
Mitchell, Mrs. Nancy Spencer,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lafser, and .
Larry Robinson.
The next dinner meeting
will be held Saturday, May 19,




Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Herndon of Evansville, Incl.,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Christopher Michael,
weighing six pounds 12 ounes,
born on Saturday, April 28, at
St. ' Mary's Hospital, Evan-
Sville.
The mother is the former
Jen Brady of Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence W. Herndon,
803 Meadow Lane, Murray.
and Mrs. Clyde Brady of




prawns or shrim on lettuce.
with a dressing of dairy sour
cream, chopped hard-cooked













A. Laced trim tops this rust sandal..two-to;te solefor comfortable support. Wood wedge,(;enuine leather upper tops a padded suede sockand flexible molded bottom for casual comfort.In brown.
Brown suede teams with beige nylon in this „cross couqtry style ProWings.* Unique traction„,sole Xushioined ;Nati and catkinFlexible tan wedge sandal is adjustable for superfit. Color striped, sole has ribbed bottom forgreat grip.-
* '
Good shoes don't have to be expensive.
9-9 Mon.-Sat.Central Shopping Center
.1-6 Sunday
Garden Wedding Is
Planned On June 9
Miss Barbara Keel
and Danny Osbron
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keel of Farmington Route 1 announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Barbara, to Danny Osbron, son of Mrs. Patty Mae
Jones and the late Robert C. Osbron of Coldwater.
Miss Keel is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray
State University. She is presently pursuing her Ph.D at
Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Osbron is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and is presently employed at the General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield:
The rainbow garden wedding will take place at the home of
the bride-elect's parents in Tr -City on Saturday, June 9, at 6
p.m. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding






Mrs, Vernon Roberts Presents
Program At Faith Doran Meet
Mrs. Vernon Roberts
presented the program and
devotion on • 'The Resurrec-
tion" at the meeting of the
Faith Doran Circle of the First
United Methodist Church held
April 10 at 2 p.m. in the senior
youth room of the church.
Other members assisting
with the program were Mrs.
C,alista Clanton, Mrs. Tom
Sammons, Mrs. Retie Far-
mer, Miss Meadow Huie, and
Mrs. Ruth Warterfield. The




reports being given by Miss
Audie Green and Mrs. Isaac
Clanton. Mrs. Julius Sharpe
read one of her poems,
•'Grandma Sang Off Key."
During the social hour the
hostesses--Miss Helen
Haneline, Mrs. Connie Ford,
and Mrs. ,Ruth Chambers—
served refreshments to the
twenty members and three
visitors—Mary Farmer, Hazel
Crenshaw, and Mrs. Lane.
Supplement with Sausage
Sausage can supply flavor
as well as important nutrients
for many quick meals. The
National Live Stock and Meat
Board suggests , including
browned crumbled or sliced
pork sausage to transform pas-
ta and vegetable raseroles in-
to hearty dishes. Simply pan-
fry sausage, separating into
pieces, or prepare sausage links
according to package direc-
tions and slice into circles. Stir
sausage into casserole before






Great gifting ideas for Mother's Day start
with White Stag at Bright's! Above, striped
"Tourney Vee" in a soft cotton/poly. blend,
multi natural/white/greenstone, SMI, at 19.00;
Stag-Stretch culotte, tailored like jeans
in easy-care polyester and cotton sailcloth.
Natural and greenstone in 6-16 at 26.00;
At left, playoff top, 95% cotton/5% poly.
in Multi net ural/greenstone/red in SMI, at
21.00; Stag-Stretch Bermuda with fly front
and oversize pockets, in cottori/eyester
Sailcloth. Greenstone or navy in sizes rg to
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday, May 3
Murray Women of the




will meet at 7 p.m. at the
school. New officers will be
installed.
Dr Robert Ka rplus,
director of Lawrence Hall of
Science, 'University of
California at Berkley, will
lecture at 7 p.m. in the




For information call Dr. Gary
Boggess.
Second day of educational
workshop dealing with science
teaching and development of
reasoning will continue today
in Rooms 226 and 228, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State. 41k
Wesley Student Fellowship
banquet honoring May.
graduates will be held at First
United Methodist Church.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
8 p.m. at the library. Note
change of time from previous
announcement.
Tryouts for "The Taming of
the Shrew" by the Murray-
Calloway (7otinty Community
Theatre will be at 7 p.m. at the
('alloway County Public





will meet at the school
auditorium at/7p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
ROTC Awards Day will be
held at 3:30 .p.m. in the
auditorium, Student Center,
Murray State University. The
public is invited.
Friday, May 4
All boys and girls interested
in playing in the Kirksey Ball
Club program are urged to
have their applications in by
today. For information call
David Palmer.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
ladies will have a rummage
sale at the church, 15th and
Main Streets, from 8 am,,
p.m.
Educational Workshop
dealing with science teaching
and development of reasoning
will close at 9:30 p.m. tonight
in Rooms 226 and 228, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will, be held' and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
TREAT YOURSELF
to the VERY BEST
The ORIGINiAL...the ULTIMATE...in
14k Gold Beads on a 14K Gold Chain
'Start with one head on a chain ...add one or
more heads as you like. ..see your neckchain
now in beaut value, and sentiment.'
Mother's Day Is May 13th
From'15"
Charge It; Ilisa•Master Charge
American Express
Friday, May 4
Church Women United will
have its May Fellowship Day
at the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, Highway
121 South, at 10 a.rn--. with
Cindy Ragsdale, Social
Worker, as speaker. A potluck
lunch will be served.
Golden Age Club will meet
at the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church for the
Church Women United
program and potluck lun-
cheon.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include Tales of
Yesteryear at The
Homeplace-1850 at 7:30 p.m.
and Between the Lakes
Carporee Tournament at
Camp Energy starting at 12
-noon.
Country music show to open
Hardin Days celebration will
be at 6 p.m. at the Henderson's
Four Way Freeze, intersection
.ThitiviarYS 80 and 641.
Roadside sale will be held at
Deward's Chapel Pentecostal
Church, Highway 94 East.
Satarilay, May 5 .
Kentucky Rebeletts Booster
Club of the Sandy Coleman
Twirling Academy of Murray
will sponsor the third annual
Miss Kentucky Lakeland
Twirling Pageant from 8:30
a.M. to 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School gym. The
public is invited.
Open Money Horse Show
will be held at the New
Providence Riding Club at 7
p.m. Admission will be $1.
Hardin Days Celebration
will open with a country ham
breakfast at Country
Crossroads Restaurant from 5
to 8:30 a.m.; flea market in
Baptist Church parking lot,
and horse show, sponsored by
Hardin Optimist Club, at 7:30




plant sale will be held from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
greenhouse, 1620 West Main
Street.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
ladies will have a rummage
sale from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the church.
Deward's Chapel Pen-
tecostal Church will have a
roadside sale at the church,
located on Highway 94 East.
Temple Hill Lodge NO. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at the Carman Pavilion,
College Farm Road, at 8 p.m.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics. For information
call 437-4229.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 is
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- Refillable recipe album is
easy to use, lovely to 140114*'141,11*40..









teams will be at Stewart
Stadium to compete in the
annual Murray State Racer
Invitational with a twilight
meet beginning at 5 p.m.
Derby Day Party at Murray
Country Club will open at 2:30
p.m. at the club with Messrs
and Mesdames Joe McCoart,
Gene McCutcheon, Pat Moore,
Bobby Fite, Lawrence
Philpot, and Mr. Buddy Farris
in charge of the
arrangements.
Sunday, May 6
Mrs. Linda Wright and
students will present a
musical program, "People To
People," at 3 p.m. at the
Fellowship- Hall of the First
gaptist Church. There is no
admission charge and the
public is invited.
First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet at the
church at 7 p.m.
Spring semester concert of
55 students, ages 3 through 15.
representing 11 schools in
three counties, a Murray State
spring project, will be at 2:30
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex.
Land Between the Lake,
activities will include
American Bison slide
presentation at Center Station
at 2 p.m. and Between the
Lakes Carporee at Camp
Energy.
Fonda Grogan Opens Home For
Meet Of New Providence Club
The home of Mrs. Fonda
Grogan was the scene of the
April 10th meeting of the New
PPOVIdence Homemakers
Club with Mrs. Patsy Pittman,
president, presiding.
Peggy Taylor's lesson
subject was "Repairing and
Updating Interior Walls." She
wave hints for papering walls
and had wallpaper books
along with useful items
needed for the job or to repair
walls.
The craft lesson on
"Blocking. Lacing and
Framing Needlepoint" was
presented by Mrs. Maudie
Kennerly. She had a blocking
board, cloth, rust proof T
pens, and the wet needlepoint
items for her blocking
demonstration.
Mrs. Kennerly, also as
health chairman, gave health
hints for young mothers on
vaccines.
ilean Cloar, county agent in
home economics, was a guest
and announced dates for the
meetings during April and
May.
Presenting the devotion was
Mrs. Iva Mae Allbritten who
read a poem, "Are You A
Good Neighbor."
Beth Falwell and Jean Cloar
were winners of the games
conducted by Mrs. Grogan,
who also served refreshments.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, May 8, with
Gayle .Hernion as hostess.
Karen Housden and Deedy
Dunn will give the lesson.
WATCH WATCH
You know enough to keep
your watch away from the
water; don't forget to keep it
away from powder and per-
fume, too.
Miss Mary Vene Will
Marry Mike Shore
The wedding vows of Miss Mary Vene, daughter of Mr. andMrs. Lester Vene, 218 Adams, Savanna, Ill., and Mike Shore,son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shore, 127 Dewhurst, Savanna,Ill., will be solemnized on Satueday, June 23, at 1:30 p.m. atSt. Paul's Episcopal Church, Savanna, Ill.
A reception will follow at the Parish House after theceremony. All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
The bride-elect will graduate May 5 as a nursing major atMarycrest College, Davenport, Iowa. Mr. Shore is a vocalmusic education major at Murray State University and Will
graduate in May 1980.
Among certain primitive tribes a woman was not sup-
posed to spin while her husband ete, or the game he
hunted would turn like the spindle and he would be
unable to hit it
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Color TV with "AK"
• COOMCOR fine •
• 1005. Sale Slate
• foie tepee Modulo, (he
• (ustom Peture t
Sharpness ronnoi
369
G.E. Microwave 2 Power
Choices/Defrost
• High Most Food --- Med Defrost for
Frozen Food & Tough Meat
• Spacious 1 3 Cu Ft interior
• Easy-Read Set 25 Minute Timer
• Easy-Understazul_Cookbook. ,_
$299
ENJOY YOUR CREDIT POWER AT GOODYEAR
Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Flexible Pay Sched,.... • Mer-Inc, Staterneo!
• Customer Identificat,on CAR CARD for
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• It must be right
or we make it right









• Mire Basket' for S", Loads 8
Deiicates
• Filter Flo' Redt.v.c-s L
• 3 Speed 3 Temp 2',
• Bleach Softener D sci-,sers
$319 Our Price
-$20 G.E. Consumer Rebate'
$299 7ro:
GE Consumer Rebate Good Until Nlay 20. 1979
G.E. Heavy Duty 2
Cycle Electric Dryer
Model 5884
• Regular PermaPress Cycles
• 3 Drying Selections
• Easy to Reach Clean lip-Front
Lint Filter








• Save Money with Power Saver
Switch Save Energy Range• 2 Cooling Speeds 2 Fan Speeds• 5 000 BTU Capacity










• BS Hi': Lear)ger Diamond
StyluS Cue Pause Lever
• AM FM FM Steregla.A.K.ever
• FE T AF( tcr Great FM Riceppon






• AM FM P'M Sto.
• Full Size BSP
Diamond Si,





Black & White TV
Model 0105 6 7• Quick-On Picture '
• -Sat-43. forgot 4431a4re
• Molded-In Carrying Handle





Color Monitor II TV
• Single-Knob Electronic Tuning -
No Separate UHF
• Automatically AdluSts Color
Picture Before You See It •
• Constant Adjust ta Room tight




Color Monitor 11 TV
Model 2221
-14-web-E-lectrbnic Tuning -
No Separate UHF k
• Automatically Adjusts Color
Picture Before Yo See It
• Constant Adjust to Room Light
• Solid State Edsy-Repair
1;1 So. 12th
Murray, Ky.
Store Manager Robert I.Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store





































































The tragedy of the Supreme
Court ruling permitting
inquiring into a reporter's
"state of mind" is that. the
court has put its stamp on the
sort of protracted questioning
of the editorial process that
threatens far more than the
press.
In this case, the Columbia
Broadcasting System and
producer Barry Lando con-
tended that the First Amend-
ment protected the editorial
process and a reporter's "state
of mind" from inquiry in libel
actions.
The high court said there was
no such privilege. To grant
such a privilege, the majority
held, would hamper a public
figure attemping to prove that
a defamatory statement was
published with "actual malice"
— that it was published with
knowledge that it was untrue or
with reckless disregard for
whether it was true or false.
The press has been an-
swering such questions for
years. Journalists often defend
themselves by showing that
they didn't have an ax to grind
and that the process had been
followed — facts were
gathered, their accuracy was
checked, sound judgment was
used in presenting a full and
fair picture, and the right wor-
ds were chosen to paint it.
In the CBS case, Lando had
spent 26 days detailing his
editorial judgments before he
ever 'declined to answer a
question. His deposition in
pretrial "discovery" runs
nearly 3,000 pages.
But the normal journalistic
procedure under which repor-
ters check the facts on
everything from obituaries to
exposes can alsO open the way
to misunderstanding: Libel-
trial jurors have wrongly seen
the process, itself, as proof that
the press doubted a statement's
accuracy.
We agree with Justice
Thurgood Marshall, however,
on the effect this decision will
have as well as on his brother
justices' error in taking such a
narrow view of the First Amen-
dment.
Marshall recognized that the
concern with opening the
editorial process to lengthy
questioning "is not simply that
the ultimate product may be
inhibited, but that the process
itself will be chilled. Jour-
nalists cannot stop forming ten-
tative hypotheses, but they can
cease articulating them openly.
. . The threat of unchecked
discovery may well stifle the
collegial discussion to sound
editorial dynamics."
The result could be, as Mar-
shall feared, that the press
"may find it prudent to 'steer
far wide of the unlawful zone"
by avoiding anything or anyone
slightly controversial. Such
self-censorship by the press
would seem the inevitable
result of the Supreme Court
ruling, but as Marshall wrote,
self-censorship, is• "in-
compatible with the tenets on
which the First Amendment'
and our democratic institutions
are founded. '
"In a representative system
of government, an informed
electorate is a precondition of
responsive decision-making. . .
(but) society's interest in
enhancing the accuracy of
coverage of public events is ill
served by procedures tending
to muffle expression of un-
certainty."
There is a balance between
the free-press guarantee and an
individual's right to protect his
reputation, but it doesn't lie
with dissecting the editorial
process under a legal
microscope. The press loses
much but the public loses more











The new Murray school building Wa
s completed by George
Aycock, contractor, and ready for 
occupancy in . the fall to 500
students. Board president_J. B. Hay and 
Senator Conn Linn spoke
-to-the patrons and students at the 
opening day ceremony. -
J. B. Swann, chairman of the Associat
ion in Calloway County,
was nominated for the office of state 
representative at the Calloway
County Democratic Convention. Swami 
agreed to submit a bill
for the repeal of the dog law requiring a $
1 a year tax.
W. W. Baker and \V. L. Whitnell began 
construction of two
new brick buildings on the east side of 
the square at the former
location of a poultry house. Another imp
ortant construction was
that of the ice plant consuming water from 
Pool Spring. The supply
of spring water was speedily exhattsted, 
forcing the owners to
dig a deep well. Other distinctive structure
s, according to a sarcastic
editor, included: "A frame shack is being erected i
n the court yard
to be used as a coal house in winter and a 
linblic toilet in summer
. . . the general public would be better serv
ed had a privy been
erected in each corner of the court -house yard."
- Daunt Rushing, Bob Knight and their families passe
d through
Murray in wagons this week enroute to Grein Count
y, Arkansas,
to make their future home. Although hundreds of 
people were
moving to the Southwest, sufficient numbers were on hand to 
hear
Gov. J. C. W. Beckham, candidate for U. S. Senate, and C
ongress-
man 011ie James speak at the John R. Robinson Circus 
tent in early
September. Among those leaving home temporarily included 
Ben,
Dick and Will Keys-r-ali-of whom entered the medical dep
artment
of Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
Progress was further registered in the announcement of the
first steam heating plant in Murray at the Citizen
s Bank with the
contractor guaranteeing the gadget would maintain a tempera
ture
of 70 degrees when 5 below outside, (The Rowlett facto
ry, however,
used steam. for heating years previously.
WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN SPEAKS 
IN MURRAY'
The political highlight of•the cent
ury in Callaway County was
.the appearance of William 
Jennings Bryan, former and future candi-
date for //resident, who arrived on
 a special train.with note* state
and national digwitaries, to speak 
at the Fruitima tobacco prizery
.oa •TheAday night, Oct. S to 
full Muse of 81,000 Car.owayians.
"The building will be:lighted with electricity," 
aecording to advance
news dispatches. When the special train arri
ved, two hours late,
a mighty roar greeted the candidate, 
plant whistles screamed, and












Kirksey's Strange White Birds
Identified As 'Cattle Egrets'
Apparently, the strange white birds
Mrs. Datha McCallon has been noticing
across the road among the cows in the
dairy herd of her neighbor, Max Oliver,
out in the Kirksey area are egrets.
Last Thursday's column posing the
question of the birds' species had no
more than appeared before the phone
started ringing. Margaret Shuffett was
the first to call from across the street.
No doubt about it, Margaret said with
all the confidence qf an experienced
birdwatcher, the birds are "cattle
egrets" — a little far' north for them,
generally, but egrets they were.
Then young Bart Moore, 12.14
Dogwood, called. He was of the same
opinion, but simply identified them as
"egrets."
The phone was barely back in its
cradle before Carolyn Pyla, 1315 Olive,
called. She identified the birds ai "cow
_egrets" or "snow egrets." Carolyn
comes from Tensville, New Jersey, and
her husband, Larry, is a student at
Murray State.
According to Carolyn, the egret
migrated north from Florida, and
usually is found close to water. She
remembered them as a familiar sight
in the pastures back home in New
Jersey.
+ 4-4-
To confirm all this, I checked with
Dr. Clell Peterson, the English
professor at Murray State who is
widely-recognized as an authority cn
birds. •
"These are without question 'cattle
egrets," Clell said without a moment's
hesitation. Then he told me all about
them.
The egret is an "Old World bird," he
said, found originally in the
Mediterranean area. Somehow, a few
were transported across the Atlantic to
Central America, released and began to
multiply.
The first record of their presence in
this part of the world was in the 1940s.
Bible Thought
And the world of the Lord came
unto Jonah the second time, saving
Jonah 3:1. -----
Jonah did not want to preach in
the wicked city of Nineveh. but God
insisted. God needs men to preach
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About 20 years ago, the birds were well
established in Florida, and since that
time have spread across the eastern
half of the United States. Bird watchers
have identified them in all of the states
in the continental U.S., and Clell even
has seen some in North Dakota.
The egrets establish and travel in
rather large-colonies, he said, adding
that a big colony of them has been
observed recently in the Sikeston, Mo.,
area, and, possibly, the birds among
the Oliver cows came from that colony.
However, there are not many known
colonies of any consequence much
further north than this part of the
country, he said.
So, Mrs. McCallon, let's just say —on
pretty good authority — that the
strange white birds among Max
Oliver's dairy animals are "cattle
egrets," just like our pretty neighbor,
Margaret Shuffett, said in the first
place.
+++
Have you heard the story going
around the practice greens about the
rabid golfer who got married?
His little bride had no idea when she
























husband was devoted to the game, and
as the early weeks of their marriage
stretched into months, he was gone
more and more from home as he played
golf every spare moment.
The young bride became greatly
aggravated by this as the days wore on.
She didn't one bit like playing second
fiddle to a pitching wedge. Finally, fed
up with being left alone so much, she
confronted her husband with the
problem.
"Oh, honey," her husband responded,
"I must hk.ve forgotten to tell you
before we married how much I love to
play golf."
"You certainly did!" the angry little
wife exclaimed, and suddenly hitting
upon the idea of shocking him back to
earth with an admission — but a totally
fictitious one — of her own, she tossed
her head and boldb, proclaimed, "And,
come to think of it, I forgot to tell you
that I was a hooker before we
married."
"Oh, that's no problem, honey,"
enthusiastically exclaimed her golfing
husband. "We can correct that by
turning your right hand a little more
like this on your grip."
Letters To The Editor
Youth Temperance Week
Dear Editor:
In observance of Youth Temperance
Education Week I use thoughts from
Francie• Soper, editor of Listen
Magazine. Concerning the solution to
the problem of alcoholism, the
educational approaches for prevention
fail to,include abstinence as a possible
means to achieve that goal. The fact
that a fourth of U.S. people do not drink
at all, and are satisfied, is a valid iip-
proach for abstinence. They offer ten
basic reasons for not drinking.
1. No one who drinks is immune to the
risk of becoming a victim of
alcoholism. I heard Cong. Hughes say
that he became an alcoholic from the
-first drink,-and-said only the nonuse of
alcohol can insure one's safety. He has
devoted his time to help prevent
alcoholism since leaving Congress.
2. Any alcohol user tends to spend his
money for that while his family suffer
for basic needs. Could spend thousands
per year for his use of alcohol.
3. Parents drink day by day socially,
with no desire to go farther; but let
serious accidents, fires, loss of job etc.
come their way and some go on a binge.
There is always that danger.
4. The use of alcohol, tends to un-
balance nutrition. Many drinkers
become overweight because they drink.
The calories that alcohol contains are
"empties," without real nutritional
value.
5. There is always the risk of
becoming an alcoholic. In most places
the availability of liquor is amazing.
It's pushed on you at every turn.
6. Many crimes are committed more
frequently under the influence of
alcohol, so it contributes to crime and
violence. "Courage" gained from the
bottle aids (like gasoline being put on a
fire)...toward committing crimes.
Alcohol causes loss of self-Control
morally and socially.
7. In this age of speed, and intricate
machines everyone needs his wits
about him at all times in order to be
safe. Since alcohol first 'affects the
brain and causes slower reaction and
_confusion safety- and drinking don't
mix. This is true on the highways and in
• industry as well.
I. Alcohol greatly endangers the
health. Not only cirrhosis of liver, and
heart attacks but even drinking
moderately weakens heart muscle,
damages the brain and affects learning
ability and memo, and with pregnant
women endangering her baby
9 Influence and example are bad
even though parents think it is not a
problem like other drugs. Actually, it is
America's No. 1 drug problem because
it is legalized.
10. Alcohol does affect social and
spiritual relationships. The relationship
of man to his Creator necessitates the
channel of communication be kept
clear and unhindered. Each one who
drinks should think carefully whether
such a habit makes it easier for a closer
relationship to his God. We all must
depend upon God for life and breath to
have strength from day to day. Why
then should we not be more careful of
the divine gifts God has given to us?
We see that abstinence can make life
fuller, healthier, more satisfying Ind
beautiful. If it can add years to life,
money, harmony to homes, safety on
highways, sharpen our ability to make
decisions .and act quickly , in
emergencies, set good e.g. for others,
and improve relationship to others and
God, let us try abstaining from
alcoholic drinks. May God help us to be
at our best for Him.
Sincerely,
Lorene Clayton




The year that I became eighteen was
the first year that eighteen-year-olds
had the privilege of voting. I have voted
in every election since then, however I
did not become active in any cam-
paigns.
This year there is a candidate that I
feel so strongly about that I had to
become actively involved in his cam-
paign. He is Dr. Harvey Sloane.
Because he is running a positive
campaign by speaking to the issues and
outlining plans to help Kentucky and its
people,- I am impressed with Harvey
Sloane.
During his 1000-mile walk across our
'great state, he talked to a Wel people
but most important he listened. Dr.
Sloane is a man of integrity who is in
step with the wants and...heads .af_th.s
people. of Kentucky. Because he is a
people person, I am a Sloane person.
Thanks to everyone who has talked so
favorably about Dr. Sloane. The en-
thusiasm is great and it is growing.
Nancy Riley
Rt, 5, Mayfield, Ky.
•
10 Years Ago
Mrs. Paul (,Juanita) Lynn has been
appointed chairman of Volunteers for
Calloway County, according to Lester
Nanny, chairman of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red
Cross. .
Deaths reported include Johnny
McClure, 50, and Simon J. Bell, 85.
Kim Pennington, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Pennington of Murray Route 3,
will present a piano recital on May 7 at
Murray State University where he is a
junior music major.
Mr. and Mrs. Cody W. Adams an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, 'ftvila Ann, to Danny M.
Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Dunn.
Named as Beta Girl and Boy for 1969
were Vicki Hopkins and Kent
McCuiston for the Beta Club of
Calloway County High School. Their
names were announced at the banquet
held by the club at the Holiday Inn.
Emma Sue Hutson was the guest
speaker and Jimmy Emerson, retiring
Beta Club president, presided.
20 Years' Ago
The first performance of a new
composition by Prof. David J. Gowans
will be presented tonight as a feature of
the Festival of Contemporary Arts
currently in progress at Murray State
College.
Deaths reported include Mrs. L. D.
Cook, 42.
Kent Hale was presented with the
Webelo _badge at the Cub Pack 145
meeting. This is the highest award in
Cub Scouting and he is now ready to
enter Boy Scouts as a Tenderfoot.
Sherri Outland, Jane Young, Melissa
Trevathan, Linda Willoughby, Judy
Shroat, Linda Farley, Jill Shroat,
Barbara Brown, Ann Russell, Twila
Denton, Mary Russell, Sue Tripp,
Nannie Lou Herndon, Beverly Rodgers,
Carolyn Champion, Gail McClure,
Jenny Lou Shelton, Fay Cole, Ann
Hassell, Breche Harrell, and Kenny
Outland were Woodrnen Circle Juniors
making a trip to Mammoth Cave
National Park, Great Onyx Cave, and a
boat trip down the Green River.
_ Mrs. Elmo Boyd was hostess for the
meeting of the Penny Homemakers
Club held at her home with the
president, Mrs. Jack Norsworthy,
presiding.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "I
Want To Live" starring Susan
Hayward.
30 Years Ago
Ann Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Toy Jones of Dexter, is valedictorian,
and Lena Pearl Thweatt, daughter of
Mrs. George Long of Dexter, is
salutatorian of the senior class of
Hardin High School.
May 12 has been set aside as Murray
Hospital Day here. Open house will be
held from 2 to 6 p.m. on that day at the
local hospital.
A tour of the 011ie Tidwell farm has
been arranged for the Farm Field Day
on May 6, according to. S. V. Foy,
County Agent.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronclall Burt on April 26, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Parker on
April 26, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Ryan on April 27, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jame3__C_Paschall on April 23.
Navy Commander R. W. McElrath of
San Diego, Calif., is the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace




South Burlington, Vt. — Otis P. Albee
of South Burlington has been listed in
the latest. volume of "Community
Leaders and Noteworthy Americans"





The place was Harper's Weekly; the
year was 1912; the author was Charlotte
Perkins Gilman, an articutate
kmerican spokes( person) for women's
rights:
But what needs to be hammered
into these mak-ridden mind's is
that these thinks the women want
to do and be and have are not In
any sense masculine. They do not
belong to men. They never did.
They are departments of our social
life, hitherto arbitrarily
monopolized by men, but no more
masculine by that use than the
wearing of trousers by Turkish
women makes trousers feminine or
the wearing of corsets by German
officers makes corsets masculine.
Despite her eloquence and the logic of
her article, entitled "Are Women
Hiunary.4eings?", Charlotte Gilman's
views were not widely applauded or
acted upon. It is a comment on the
progress that women haye (or haven't)
made in the past seventy years that her
statement — changing an adjective or a
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Belle Of Louisville Wins Race
' LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Belle of Louisville, less 90
ions its usual load, has cap-
tured the Golden Antlers in the
reat Steamboat Race for the
ffrst time since 1975.
"I knew we was going to win
it 'fore we started,- said
boiler engineer Dave
Crecelius after the race
Wednesday. "We had a lighter
load than ever before and that
made alf the difference."
But the for the first few
miles of the 14-mile contest on
the Ohio River, it seemed that
Twirling Pageant Planned At
Gym By The Kentucky Rebeletts
;The Kentuck5, Rebeletts
&osier Club of the Sandy
Coleman Tivirling Academy of
Murray will sponsor the third
annual Miss Kentucky
Lakeland Twirling Pageant on
Saturday, May 5, at the
Calloway County High School
gym.
The corapetition will start at
8:30 a.m. with the crowning of
winners to be about 6 p.m. The
public is invited to come by
daring the day and view the
twirlers of Calloway County,
along with several national
champions who will be in
Murray for the competition.
The pageant attracts about
200 twirlers from eight
surrounding states, a
spokesman said.
One of the eight judges will
be Nancy Jean Dolphy of
Pittsburg, Pa., .the reigning
"Miss M?jorette of America."
She is; the_ 'current feature
twirler for the University of
Tennessee Volunteer Mar-
ching Band, and has just been
crowned Miss Knoxville. She
will be competing for the
upcoming 'title of Miss
America.
CORRECTION
Due to shipping difficulties the LadiesSlide on
Page 2 of this weeks Mother's Day Savings
valued at $5.77 a pair is Not Available.
Roses regrets any inconvenience this may


















*free 10 oz. soft drink






would continue a winning
tradition it has carried for the
last four years, overpowering
the smaller Belle in what one
of the more festive element of
the week-long Kentucky
Derby Festival.
The race between the Belle
of Louisville and the Delta
Queen of Cincinnati dates to
1963, when Derby organizers
thought it would add to the fun
to pit riverboats against each
other as sort of a prelude to
the Run for the Roses.
This year, the Belle's
captain, Charles J. Larkin,
concluded his vessel would
have a fighting chance against
the Delta Queen if it were a
few pounds lighter — 90 tons to
be exact. So, the passenger list
was trimmed from 600-plus to
about 200.
"That was the main thing,"
said Larkin as he watched the
Belle pull ahead in the
homestretch from the
cramped pilothouse. "But we
did some other things, too. We
opened as many windows as
we could to reduce the drag."
Carson Not Leaving Yet
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) —
America's insomniacs can
heave a sigh of relief —
Johnny Carson says he's going
to stay on the'Tonight Show."
At least for awhile.
"I love doing this show,"
Carson told a cheering
"Tonight" audience that gave
him a standing ovation
Wednesday night.
"Originally. I had expressed
an intent to leave after our
17th year, which would have
been Oct. 1 of this year. I in-
tend to stay past that time,"
he said.
Carson said he was staying
"not because of any extreme
pressure from NBC. I could
make that decision to leave),
but I think I owe something to
the show, and I think I owe
something to NBC also."
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. AP
— Police and sanitation
workers have brought city
services here to a near
standstill, and say they will
continue to strike until they
get the health insurance
program they want.
A firemen's union official
predicted the city's 650
firefighters would join the
1,700 city employees on strike
later today.
Wages are not an issue in
the strike in this city of
320,000.
State troopers were called in
Wednesday to serve alongside
police supervisors to handle
emergencies. No major in-
cidents were reported. Stand-
in officers managed to answer
a bank robbery call just seven
minutes after two men stole
about $4,000 from a Trust
National Bank branch Wed-
nesday afternoon.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — No
further traces of the cancer "
that cost Hollywood superstar
John Wayne his stomach in
January and his left lung 15
years ago were found during
the actor's latest operation, a
hospital spokeswornan says..
Wayne, 71, underwent
surgery Wednesday for an
intestinal blockage after being
admitted for abdominal pains.
He was reported in stable
condition today in the in-
tensive care unit of UCLA
Medical Center, said hospital
spokesman Al Hicks, who
described the surgery as not
unusual. _ _
INTERNATIONAL
LONDON 'API — Britons
began electing a new
government today with final
opinion polls promising a
Conservative victory and
Europe's first woman prime -
----miniater_aftar-tive-years of
Labor Party rule.
It was the 11th election of a
House of Commons since
World War H, and three polls






This indicated the Tories
should win 330 to 333 of the 635
seats in Commons, giving
'Mrs. Thatcher a majority of 25
to 30. That would be the
biggest majority for a British
government since the







This Is Your Invitation
to attend
Evangelistic Meetings
May 4, 5 and 6
Week Day Services: 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Services:
Bible Studr.10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 11:00
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. .
Coldwater Church of Christ
Hayes Crady. I 0( al kiinister
WASHINGTON ( AP)
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill says he won't stand in
the wayiiiof those seeking to
block President Carter from
decontrolling oil prices even
though their efforts may be in
vain.
O'Neill's stance on the
politically sensitive
deregulation issue -gave new
impetus to an, attempt by
House liberals to keep price
lids on domestically produced
crude oil.
He commented Wodnesda
after the House Commerce
Committee failed, by only one
vote to attach a stop-decontrol
amendment to a bill
authorizing money for the
Department of Energy.
It was the most directettack
the speaker has made on the
president's initiative to raise
U.S. oil prices to world levels.
"Better cut this short.
You're not across











Reach out and touch someone.
She's just gone through a moving experience but didn't hit the high note till she unrolled the rug. No
need to remind her to stay in (Ouch. She know that distance —however far —can't put a dent in the
closenehs.felt by friends. And the price for 20 minutes to Seattle Just $.4 plus tax dialed the One:.
Plus %.ay at night after II tills a.m. Weekends. (ho. till S pm. Sunda‘. So move. Right to the phone.
Reach out and touch someone
















• Perfect for worm working
and big game action -
casting or spinning a bass man's line
• Strong, tough - --, easy to cast






Bring one reel or ten reels and we will "fill them up"
- FREE
with premium quality trilene line.
Meet Joe East, factory representative for Berkley and his
famous R2-D2 line testing machine. Joe says that if he
can't convince you Trilene is the best line on the market he
will pay for a fillup of any line of your choice.
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Xy. - 753-9491
MURRAY'
22-INCH CUT MOWER
Walking mower with full 22" cutting
edge. Has horizontal pull starter,
quick height a-bluster powerful 3.5
H.P. engine, safety features.
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Central Shopping
Center














Gives you lots of tree
movement and is lust a
snap to wash, than we
again. Sizes S-M-L-XL in
wide selection of
colors and exciting prin-
For Sun
Sensitive Skin
4 Oz. Size—Save $1.00
Limit 2
Super ab4orbent Hi Dill have
102, 2 My ShAefs oi,or roN
No Rain Checks







Reg. $10.00 •Now $7"
Reg. $9 00 
Reg. $8.00  Now 5t!
Reg. $7.00  Now $4
Reg. $6.00 Now 8411





























Safer than a blade! New
spool design easily ad-
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Racer Captains
Danny Lee Johnson ( left ) and
Kris Robbins were selected as
offensive captains by their
teammates for next Season's
Murray State football team.
Not shown are Tony Boone
and Terry Love, defensive
captains. ,The Racers open
their season Sept. 1 at
Southeast Missouri.
•
The above players were selected by the Racer coaches for the following spring practiceawards: ( clockwise from left) Glen Jones, defensive back, 110% award; Greg Evans, defen-sive end. 110% award; Kris Robbins, most aggressive on offense; David Wooldridge, mostimproved on defense; Dirk Bowman; most improved on offense: Jeff Kardger, mostaggressive on defense; and Bret Clark, 11096 award. Not shown is Larry Maze, most im-proved on defense.










JOE TODD LARRY HALE
507 So. 12th 753-2824
Twilight Meet
Time Is Moved
The starting time for the
Murray State Twilight
Invitational has been shifted
from 4 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
More than 100 athletes are
pxpected to copipete in the
tn-st-innual event.
Golfers Win
The Murray High girls golf
team improved its record to 4-
1 with a 208-217 victory over
nayfield yesterday.
Velvet Jones fired a 43,
follwed by Kristine Spann, 53;
Joe Beth Oakley,„, _54; and
Connie Spann, 58. Lisa Clees
finished with a60.






The JUMBER 1 selling, 2 seated • iports car sold in





San Antonio Shuns Jinx, Advances In NBA Playoffs
By the Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO, Texas —
The San Antonio Spurs have
earned a playoff rematch with
the Washington Bullets. And
veteran Louie Dampier says
the Spurs will show up this
year without the playoff
monkey that's been on their
backs for a decade.
With emergency starter
Mike Green hitting nine
crucial fourth-quarter points
and guided by the seldom-used
Dampier, the Spurs shaded
the 76ers 111-108 Wednesda)
night in the decisive seventh






qualified for either the ABA or
NBA playoffs in 11 of the
franchise's 12 years, but
hadn't won a series since 1968
Wheli-They- Were the ABA-s
Dallas Chaparrals.
They also won the Central
Division last year and got a
bye into the second round.
only to be eliminated
Washington in six games
There was grumbling about a
playoff jinx.
"It's just a nice thing to
finally get the monkey, off our
back,” said the 34-year-old
Dampier, who hit two fourth-
4uarter jumpers and quar-
terbacked the Spurs' late
surge.
—That (jinx) ended right
here tonight," San Antonio's
George Gervin said after ti#e
game.
"A lot of people said we
couldn't win, but we all had
faith in eourselves," said
forward Larry Kenon.
The Spurs, who had fritterel tatkingi ai 410. -The 
6-foot
1011eadwthi Da2n.:331
away a 3-1 lead in the best-o4 
rir anng
Darn-
seven series, led the 76ers by pier, who had played briefly in
seriesas many as 18 points in the ocnalnyntewcotegdamnens ofatnhe 
18-foot
and Mark Olberding
second period and nine at 
•halftime.
But the 76ers, led by Julius had a free throw to knot the
Erving, had clawed back, score.
,Fly Williams: 'It Was All Lies'
.'It was ail lies," Fly
Williams, a former basketball
player at Austin Peay
University told the Nashville
Banner earlier this week of his
controversial remarks.
Williams, who appeared
Sunday night on an NBC
Special Report entitled
he had never received a car
and said he lived in the dor-
mitory while attending APSU.
"...I didn't even know what
the TV program was going to
be," Williams was quoted as
saying. "Rodney Parker ( a
well-known contact between
high school players and"College Sports: Big Money college recruiters) came toOn Campus," was asked by me and told me he would givenarrator Edwin Newman if he me a couple of hundred dollars
had ever been offered a ear tor ----togD on the Program. -attend college. -He said if I would those• 'Sure," Williams replied.
-NOE only a car, but also a
house and everything else I
wanted."
But Williams told the Nash-
ville newspaper Tuesday that
things they'd`be abl
the kids coming o
school how wrong
money," William S said.
"He said‘they would be able





t is to take.
said Williams. "I didn't see
the program, but I guess it
didn't come out that way.
I set some basketball
records at The Peay, but !set
another recordt folks may not
know about," Williams said
"That's the number of times I
flunked my driver's teat."
IBreds' Game Is Reset
MOREHEAD, Ky. — The
Ohio Valley Conference
-baseball- -opener between
Murray State and Austin
Peay, set for 9 a.m. CST
today, was pushed to 1 p.m.,
weather permitting.
The Morehead-Middle
Tennessee clash was to have
immediately followed.




earning. the right to host the
tournament. Murray wa
second, the Governors were-
third and Middle was fourth.
The event is a double-
elimination affair, and th,




















Per bre ladoil tires
A78-13 $ 79 $1.63













\I OfHER SIZE5LOW PRICED MO'
TOUGH WORK TIRE
RIB HI-MILER For Campers,
'Vans and Pickups
3-1 nylon cord ressts DR. sing on and pit
the road 5-rib tread pattern with but-













6 70 15 ti.iDeletrblackerell













018E8 SIZES LOW PRICED TOO'
eillIrtwilLIS ONLY 53 moot
MIGHTY MILEAGE
TRACKER IT For Pickups,
Campers, Vans, and RV's
Goodyear's durable 3-1 nylon cord-571FriT—Wearing flat-radius tread de-sign. -
178-1411 ti4r plus




















Lube & Oil Change
$588 op to five Quintpow breed 10/30 oil
04. atter extra If needed
HELPS pr./ cT MOVING PARTS
• Chassis lut., n and Oil change • In-




4495 36 *33183 95
14x6 1 515*75 
Deep-dish, slotted.one-piece aluminum
draws attention to your Carl 
Chromewheels. High gloss finish shines bright —
' 
lugs extra













use any cr Mew', other am to buyOor OereCiastomer Credit Pfeil • MasterCharge • v 'La • Amer f C•,,f• Carte 0111,,,  •0-nor, • r
•
Front-End Alignment
ond FREE tire rotation • • I
$1588
Part and additional
services extra it needed
From vtheel drive lad
Cheyettes excluded.
HELPS PROTECT TIMM VENICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rotate ail elect suspension anafour tire. .• Set caster, Steering- systems • Most




for air C01171; ed




HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS
• Electronic engine chargingand starting systems analysis •.Install new points, plugs, con-denser, rotor • Set dwell and
Liming • Adjust aarburetor In-
clods Datsun, Toyota, VW, andlight trucks
%We 4988
4-cyi 6 (el
Store Manager Robert B Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store










121 Sa. 12th Street
 ‘111111111NNIIIML, 
153-0525























By the Associated Press Skinned 'Skins
Minnifield Is 'Mr. Basketball' Washington Watches Dr
aft Choices Pass By
By the Assorlated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Dirk
Minnifield of state champion
Lexington Lafayette has been
selected as Mr. Basketball for
Kentarky's annual two-game
midsummer basketball series
with Indiana's best high
school players.
The selection of Minniefield
was announced Wednesday by
Kentucky game director
Harold Adams, who said that
Shelby County All-Stater
Charles Hurt was runnerup in
the balloting. Both Minniefield
and Hurt have signed with the
University of Kentucky.
TENNIS
DALLAS (API — Jimmy
Connors defeated Gene Mayer
6-7, 6-1, §.4, 6-1 in the quarter-
finals of the World Cham-
pionship of Tennis.
Connors • will meet John
McEnroe in the semifinals
Friday night. In quarter-final
matches tonight, Bjorn Borg
will meet Geoff Masters and
defending champion Vitas
Gerulatis will meet Brian
Gottfried.
BASSETBALL
SALT LAKE CITY i AP ) —
The Utah Pros of the minor
league Western Basketball
Association folded, as owners
of the New Orleans Jazz tried
to secure a tease on the 13,500-
seat Salt Pahlce for next
season.
The Jazz' prospective move




NEW YORK (AP) — Cin-
cinnati Reds outfielder
George Foster was named
National League Player of the
Month and Houston's Ken
Forsch won Pitcher of the
Month honors for April.
HOCKEY rc
ATLANTA _ (AP) — For
Atlanta Coach Fred
Creighton, more was lost than
a shot at the National Hockey
League championship when
the Toronto Maple Leafs
swept the Flames out of the
first round of the playoffs this
year.
Creighton lost his job.
General Manager Cliff
Fletcher announced Wed-
nesday night that Creighton's
contract would not be renewed
for the upcoming season.
FOOTBALL
BALTIMORE (AP) —
Baltimore Colts wide receiver
Randy Burke has been given a
suspended $5,000 fine and
suspended three-year - jail
sentence for conspiring to
obtain an insurance payment
by falsely reporting that his
1978 Porsche was stolen.
Burke, who is used mostly
on Colts specialty teams, also
was given three years'
probation by Judge Basil A.
Thomas in Baltimore
Criminal Court Tuesday.
NEW YORK — The names
rolled by, one by one, one
dozen after another. The)
were duly noted by the
Washington Redskins — who
could do no more.
George Allen's "The future
is now" philosophy came
home to roost today.
While the rest of the
National Football League's 28
teams went through the an-
nual rite of rebuilding, the
Redskins sat helplessly by as •
one blue-chipper after another
went from the college ranks to
the high-priced rosters of the
pros.
Normally, you can count the
gilt-edged players in any draft
on one or, perhaps, two hands.
And by the end of the second
round, you can be certain
virtually every star will be
one. But today, Washington
had to wait until the fourth
round — the 103rd player —
before making its first
selection. In all, Washington
At No Extra cost
"Great Savings For You'
Everyone wants to save money and most everyone
wants a vacation...so how about one in...
FABULOUS LAS VEGAS!!
From now until May 11th, 1979 When you purchase
any New AMC car or Jeep in stock, you'll receive...
4 Days and 3 nights of Hotel Accomodations
at no extra cost plus a special Bonus Las Vegas Fun
Package.
Air Conditioning Sale
On 1979 AMC Cars - Only $299°°
Through May 31st, 1979
Jeep,
With purchase of a new 1979 Jeep CJ-5
or CJ-1 equipped with factory approv
ed
black or white Soft Top.
April 11 thru June 10,1979






With purchase of a new 1979 Jeep
Cherokee
April 11 thru June 10,1979
Pa only $99.00 for Automatic Tran-
smission with Quadra-Trac (Hi-
Range)





Open Eve ings By Appointment
has only five picks in this
draft, the fewest in NFL
history.
Allen didn't believe in youth
movements. He wanted
veterans, and was willing to
deal away draft choices by the
bushel in order to get them. He
believed in instant success.
The future was, indeed, now,
he believed.
But now he is gone — along
with so many of the rookies
that might have been his.
When he arrived in
Washington in 1971, he im-
mediately began acquiring
proven talent in exchange for
potential..He was looking for
instant success and he got it,
guiding the Redskins to the
most victories they had
achieved in 29 seasons and
into the, playoffs for the first
time in 26 years.
The next, year was even
better —,,/an 11-3 record, a
division title, playoff victories
over Green Bay and Dallas
and a berth in the Super Bowl.
Only a loss to the Miami
Dolphins in the championship
game soured that season.
Allen and the 'Skins were
riding high. They had their
believers. Allen's philosophy
seemed to be a sound one.
But although he didn't know
it, it was his last hurrah.
The team's downfall was
dramatic and after the 1977
season, Allen was dismissed
Jack Pardee, who had
breathed life into the stagnant
Chicago Bears, took over. But
he inherited a club in a virtual
vacuum. He had almost
nothing on which to build a
future and paid for it last
season, when the Redskins
stumbled to an 8-8 record. -
For the Washington Red-
skins, a future that never







( Formerly Landoll Tree Service)
The Nationwide
Supermarket of Sound'
/MS 111( rtfird ttfah







• Matching Speakers with
8- Woofer
• Includes Hinged Dust Cover
An all-in-one stereo listening and
recording system',Eit cord from
phono or off-the-air. 3-speed








Wake to FM or AM music and
news or buzzer. Snooze-Bar for
extra winks in the morning. Easy-
to-read illuminated flip-type






49 941 44440 1 44-841
Reg. 1.99 Reg. 2.59
No limit, stock up now!
Wide frequency response.





Road Patrol by Archer
Enjoy music and news
on the move!._Cylindri-
















range. Not CB, no
license reclaire&
60-4002
995 PairReg. 16.95 Pair


















Chronomatic • -113 by Realistic
2488
Re q. 39.95
Find Gas Fast with Mobile CB
TRC-424 by Realistic
CB's the easy way to
find the cheapest gas 89 
95
this summer Some- Reg.






M A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
•
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Robinson Blasts
Lift Pittsburgh
By the Associated Press
Pittsburgh's Bill Robinson
went into the game deter-
mined to have a good ti
me,
which, lately. has been a
rarity for hirn. But this time,
tw had a ball.
Robinson belted a pair of
two-run homers and went 3-
Soccer Assn.
Opens Season
,The Red Wings, the Flyers
and the Cosmos were winners
in first-through-third-gr§de
play in the girls Murray-
Calloway County Soccer
Association after action last
Saturday.
: In fourth-, fifth- and sixth-
grade action on Sunday, the
Tlyers and Flamesbattled to
a 4-4 tie before the Chiefs beat
the Cosmos 3-0'.
PlaY continues Sat‘irdays
with the Oiler's the Chiefs,
the Flames vs the Red Wings
and the Cosmos vs the Flyers.
Fourth-through-sixth action
Sunday will featur,e the Chiefs
against the Flames and the
Cosmos vs the Flyers.
Saturday games begin at 9
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Park, while Sunday games
start at 1 p.m.
Saturday 's Games
Players Sewing
Flyers 2 — Kris-ty Knight. 2
Flames I — Jennier Parker
Red Wings 6 — Mindy Gottfried
Michelle Elkins. Kelly Howell, Na-ii
Garland. Jenrufer Rayburn
Otters 0
Cosmos 6 — Allison Carr. Ellen
Hogancamp, Janet Whaley
Chiefs 3 -- Lisa Hopkun. 3
Sundey's Games
Flyers 4 -- Lesley Thompson. Mars Jo
Simmons
Flames 4 - MarO Birchfield. Nancy
Smith. Sherry Swift. Kim Greene




for-5 as Pittsburgh ripped the
Atlanta Braves 10-2 Wed-
nesday night. With two swipes
of his bat, Robinson doubled
his lhome run production for
the Season.
"I was perfectly relaxed."
he explained.
Robinson's night for fun
came on a relatively quiet
National League program. In
the only other games
scheduled, the Cincinnati
Reds beat the Chicago Cubs 4-
1, with Mike LaCoss pitching
perfect ball for the first five
innings, and the St. Lows
Cardinals downed Houston 5-2.
Reds 4 Cubs 1
LaCoss' bid for a perfect
game- ended when he walked
Barry Foote to start the
Chicago sixth, then Ted
Sizemore followed with a
single. -
-
• s 1 4S,
:titlitie—‘44111 1111""fift.. 
SAW ft,i
Liz Marquardt r foreground) chases a shot as
 Chiefs teammates and Cosmos
 players follow.
Play in the girls Murray-Calloway County Soc
cer Association began last w
eekend.
Providence Riding Club 
Letters To Sports
To Sponsor HorseShow
An Open Money Horse Show
will be held Saturday at 7 p.m.
at the New Providence Riding
Club.
Classes will include:
Halter Class Open, $25
added; four places.
Ponies 56 inches and under,
$25 added, four places.
Fox Trot ( no canter, $25
added, four places.
Pole Bending Open, $25
added, four places.
Coffey Resigns
Carla Coffey, a former
member of the Murray State
track team, has announced
her resignation as women's
head track coach at Western
Kentucky University. ef-
fective at season's end.
The Somerset, Ky., native
will assume a similar position
at the University of California-
Davis on July 1.
Western Pleasure open, $25
added, four places.'
Style Rack, $25 addeikfour
places.
Barrell Race open, $100
guaranteed, four places.
Pleasure Saddle Horse, $25
added, four places.
Flag Race Open ( run both
ways ), $25 added, four places.
1 Barrett Arena Race open,
$25 added, four places.
A $5 entry fee will be
charged in all classes. but $3
of each entry will be paid back -
in all classes except • the
Barrell Race Open. Four
place money will be in all
classes
Admission will be $1, and
$325 guaranteed money (plus
Jack Pot willbe featured.
For information persons
may call 492-8791, 492-0572,
492-8607, or 436-5653. •
The club will hold its "big
super show" on Saturday,




A recent letter to the Courier Journa
l by Suzanne Shelton,
Secretary of - the Murray State Unive
rsity Residence Hall
Association, has prompted me to make
 public my support of
Racer Basketball Coach Ron G
reene, his staff, and the Ad-
ministration of MSU..
During the past few weeks, public denounc
ements of the
university's stand in trying to upgr
ade housing for the
basketball team has met with conti
nued opposition. Ms.
Shelton's letter has now brought statewi
de attention to this
issue. In her letter, she accused Pre
sident Curris and Coach
Greene of being in violation of NCAA
 regulations. I fail to see
how a violation.could occur since the
 NCAA will not meet un-
til August 1st to pass final guidelines on
 athletic housing. She
further states how the taxpayers are 
being cheated and
deceived. As Coach Greene has stated, any 
excess ref ur-
nishing.over and above what any student livin
g in dorms on
the .MSU campus are receiving would co
me from donations,
not from taxpayers.
Before we find fault in what the universi
ty and Coach
Greene are seeking to do, we should wait until 
the August 1st
meeting of the NCAA. 1101 tears of coaching
, Ron Greene
has never been placed on NCItA probhtion. With 
expanded in-
vestigations in recruiting taking place, I cann
ot see where
Coach Greene would do anything to jeopardize t
he job he was







Ryan Bests Guidry In Classic Matchup
By the Associated Press
Giving up just one run and
five hits, you'd normally
expect to win a baseball game.
Unless, of course, the op-
posing pitcher is Nolan Ryan.
At the top of his form, the
star of the California Angel
staff is hard to beat — as he
was Wednesday night. New
York's Ron Guidry was as
stingy as ever, yet wound up
getting burned loy Ryan's
flamethrowei and lost a 10
decision in Anaheim.
"I didn't throw the ball very
well at the beginning," said
Ryan after his nifty six-hitter,
"but ) the longer I threw, the
more confidence I got."
Ryan had been removed
from his last two starts
because of a groin injury.
' Sorry
A photograph of Chris
Leonard, a member of the
MSU tennis team, was
erroneously identified in
yesterday's edtion of the
Murray Ledger and Times.
Leonard. was named the
male scholar-athlete at the
Racer All-Sports Banquet
Tuesday night.
In other American League
games, the Milwaukee
Brewers beat the Cleveland
Indians 6-1; the Boston Red
Sox stopped the Oakland A's 2-
1; the Baltimore Orioles
routed the Seattle Mariners 9-
3: the Minnesota Twins
defeated the Toronto Blue
Jays 7-5 and the Texas
Rangers nipped the Kansas






W L Pct. GB
Baltimore 16 9 640 —
Boston 14 0 636 4
Milwaukee 14 10 513 14
New York 11 12 478 4
Detron 8 9 471 4
Cleveland 7 15 3111 74
Toronto 7 17 312 84
WEST
Mmriesota 15 7 612 —
California 16 9 640 4
Texas 13 6 .619 14
Kansas Cits 12 II 532 34
Chicago 9 12 479 SN
Oakland 9 15 775 7
Seattle 8 .17 330 84
Wedaesday's Games
Minnesota 7, Toronto
Milwaukee 6, Cleveland I
Texas 3, Kansas City 2
Boston 2. Oakland 1
California 1, New York 0
Baltimore 9. Seattle 3
Detroit at Chicago. ppd . rain
Thursday's Games
Toronto Underwood 0-31 at Milwaukee
Travers 0-21. n1
Detroit Roxems 1-2) at Minneso
ta
Zalin 3-01.















W L Pet GB
15 5 .790 —
14 6 70/1
II 10 524 IN
9 10 474 54
II 421 14
6 12 401 7
WEST
15 8 653
12 11 522 3
10 14 417
10 14 417 54
ion Angeles 10 15 40
0 6
Atlanta 6 I4 364 
64
ntorsday's Games
ihttsburgh itt Atlanta 2
St Lows 5. Houston
CMcinnati 4. Chicago 1
Onb games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Atlanta i McWilliams 1-21 at Pittsburgh
Rhoden One
Houston 1.1 Niekro 1-3) at St lows Yu-
kovich
New York !Falcone 0-1i at San Fran
cisco , Halicki 1-2o
Montreal Sanderson 1-11 at San Diego
Jones 3-2, oi
Ptuladelphia ,Carlton 2-3, at Ice /Uwe
Len Huoton 2-1 ,n,
Only games
No Pressure On Jolley
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE —.Not having
the "big" horse in the Ken-
tucky Derby has helped
trainer LeRoy Jolley's
disposition. If his colt, General
Assembly, springs an upset in
Saturday's 105th running of
the Derby. Jolley might
become downright charming.
Jolley is making his fifth
Derby try and has won With
favored Foolish Pleasure in
1975 and finished second with
another favorite, Honest
Pleasure, when Bold _Forbes
vvonin 1976.
The pressure of having the
Derby favorite had made
Jolley anything but jolly
during those times.
The veteran trainer,
however, was pleased at
General Assembly's final
workout Wednesday.
The son of 1973 Triple Crown
winner Secretariat was
clocked in a swift 57 2-5
seconds for five furlongs and
- 1:10 1-5 for six furlongs while
pulling up at Churchill Downs.
"General Assembly seems
to run best after he works
best, somewhat like Foolish
Pleasure and Secretariat,"
said - Jolley. "Genera/
Assernbly seemed. to like the
track_ I hope the conditions
Saturday are just like they
..were this morning.
"He looks like Secretariat
and runs fast. Secretariat is
the best horse I ever saw," he
said.
- Secretariat's final workout
for the 1973 Derby also came
on a Wednesday and • ̀ ‘e
champion colt registered a 5ci
3-5 over a sloppy track.
"Maybe we can get historN
to repeat itself." said Jolley,
who did not train Secretariat.
General Assembly was
expected to be entered today
along with favorites Spec-
tacular Bid and Flying Paster
and six- other 3-year-olds for
the 1 1-4-mile Derby worth
$200,000-added.
Jolley also trains Sir Ivor
Again, who is regarded as a
Derby longshot.
Glidden's Best Latex Flat House Paint
• Quick drying, durable flat f
inish
• Resists blisters, peeling, cracking









Fri. May 4 thru Sat. May 14
Stop By Black's






701 S. 4th Murray
Glidden's Best Latex Gloss
House and Trim Paint
• Chalk resistant, glossy finish
• Quick drying, easy to-use




I Black's Decorating eenter 
Open Mon.-Fri. 7 tii 5, Sat. 8-12
•FLOOR COVERING .PICTURE FRAMES • WALL COVERING *CUS





































































DEAR ABBY: Please don't laugh at my question, or throw
this away thinking it's from some silly kid. It's not. I'm a nor-
mal, 33 year-old man who would like to learn how to be a
great lover.
I know what to DO, but I don't know what to say to a lady
while I'm making love to her. I feel as though I should be
saying something. But what'?
They don't have schools for this sort of thing and I can't
ask anyone to give me lessons. I have very few hangups, and
I've never had any trouble with my love life, but I'd like to
know how to make my partner feel really great.
WANTS TO PLEASE
DEAR WANTS: Anyone who sincerely wants to make
his partner feel "really great" is well on his way to becoming
• great lover. You say you have very few hangups. Fine,
because frank dialogue with one's partner is essential.
There's also a wealth of information to be found in books.
And finally, practice makes perfect.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have some good friends
I'll call Marge and Bob. We had some terrific times together
until they began having marital problems. They kept calling
and asking if they could come over to talk. Their talks
always ended up in shouting matches. Nothing was ever
settled, and it made wrecks of us, so we asked them not to
come over to talk anymore.
Now they call us on.the phone and talk endlessly. First
Marge calls me and complains about Bob, and when she
hangs* up. Bob calls and tells my husband his version of the
story.














but we re ouT otpattence with ths.
How can we refuse to listen without giving them the im-
pression that we don't care. We do.
GOOD FRIENDS
DEAR FRIENDS: Tell them that BECAUSE you are
such good friends you can't view their situation objectively.
Urge them to seek help from a qualified marriage counselor.
It could save their marriage — and your friendship.
DEAR ABBY: You told a reader whose husband kept
bringing home unexpectW dinner guests, "Quit being a
GOOD scout— be a GIRL Scout instead, and be prepared!"
Abby, "Be Prepared" is the-motto of the BOY Scouts—not
the GIRL Scouts.
Girls have succeeded in invading nearly all of the male
organizations. Can't the Boy Scouts be kept Separate from
the Girl Scouts, without making them share a common
motto?
EAGLE SCOUT, BRADFORD, PA.
DEAR EAGLE: Your knowledge of Scouting is for the
birds. "Be Prepared" is tbe motto for Girl Scouts, too.
IScout's honor!I
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your chest.
For • personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los




What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given kir your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 31-to Apr. 191er_
Despite a change in plans,
this is a favorable time for
promoting creative and
romantic interests. Let in-
spiration flower!
TAURUS





privacy will enable you to
make important decisions
regarding career or domestic
situation.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
n
Make important phone calls
now. Others will be especially
receptive to your ideas. Local
visits should lead to pleasant
socializing.
CANCER
(Mine 21 to July 22)
Present work-related ideas
to superiors for a favorable
reception. You could get a




July 23 to Aug. 22)4121,0„.t
r
Travel begun now should be
especially pleasant. At-
tendance at a cultural event
will bring out interests you
have in common With others.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP
You can raise capital now
for a home-improvement
project. Save some time to




Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)












ill Se. 17th-7S3 0035
PINI 0sIMG AT ItAll OOP
Frances Drake . 
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 4,1979
close ones. A social occasion
should be mentally
stimulating. Put your best foot
forward for pleasant times.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) in'eliC
A financial hunch nays off





) Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Ak
Creative projects go well.







Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
This is a good time to con-
sider yesiciential <
provements. Consult with
family members about your
future hopes and present
plans.
AQUARIUS
'Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
For a pleasant weekend,
avoid business discussions
and get to know close ones
better. A short trip enhances
partner sh ip sinter ests.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You may have an important
inspiration regarding career
matters and may want to
spend leisure hours working
out the details. Finances
improve!
YOU BORN TODAY are
practical. A hard worker, you
can succeed as a contractor,
banker, broker, realtor, and
head of a business. Strongly





Svincribers who hero loot
received their hems delivered
copy of no Warm loiter
Times by 5-30 p.m Monday
Hay sr Ity 3:30 pm on
Whatley' ma tweed to tell
7S3-1316 betwems 530
aid 6 p.m., 14einday friday, et
330 p.m. and 4 pm.Suter.
Hp. to lasers delivery .4 15.
'newspaper Call§ omit be
*tea by 6 p.m weekdays sr
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Tobacco 11 'airy Prodocts
16 oz 3/$1°° ASPARAGUS SPEARS 14 2 oz 79'






TEA MIX ,..„„th sugar.
c.)




U.S. Choice FRUIT COCKTAIL






 TOMATO JUICE. 2































  10 ct
26 or
We Have The
Fussiest Meat Dept. In Town Deli
U S Choice Chicken Fry
STEAK














S 239  OwensBA E 
Famous
N° M
s219 Owens Famous Barbecued
BEEF
99' BOLOGNA

















































































Approximately 90 to 100
students from five universities.
participated in the 1979
Consortium on Outdoor
Recreation at Brandon Spring
Group Camp in Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre
public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
Kevin Royalty, a sophomore
--(few-- --Western
University, was named the
1,000th graduate from the
consortia, and was presented
a plaque by Dick Cottrell,
LBL's consortia ad-
ministrator.
"Land- Between The Lakes
is using some of the most
progressive camp and trail
site plans in the business,"
said Royalty. ,"They are
always trying new and better
ways to do things."
Participants in the 1979
consortium were from Indiana
University, North Caroliria
State University, University
of Illinois, University of
Missouri. and Western Illinois
University.
During their 7-day stay in
LBL, participants studied the
planning and programming of
recreational facilities and
activities and were involved in
problem-solving situations
and identifying job op-
portunities within selected
agencies, Students also
received from two to six credit
hours from the program as
determined by the univer-
sities.
I.B1, hosts three Outdoor
Recreation consortia and one
Forestry consortium each
year, which include 21 par-
ticipating universities.
• For additional information
on the Recreation .consortia,
contact • Recreation Services
Section, TVA,. Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond,




FRANKFORT, Ky. f API —
The Kentucky Education
Department will hold a
meeting May 8-9 in Louisville
for local school district





May 12, in Bowling Green to
distribute new 'drug and
alcohol curriculum guides to
teachers and supervisors.
Other regional workshops
on how to use the new guides
in the classroom are being
planned for this fall.
POPSICLE STICKS — The arts and crafts class at North
Calloway Elementary School have been working on
creating household items from popsicle sticks. The exam
pies are a planter, lamp and clock. The course is taught b%
. Greg Wheatley.
Photo eV Metissa tone-.
MSU's Dr. Porter
Has Book Published
Dr. Joseph A. Porter,
assistant professor of English
at Murray State University,
has had a book entitled "The
Drama of Speech Acts:
Shakespeare's Lancastrian
Tetralogy" published by the
University of California
Press.
On the dust jacket of the
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a.
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do youi•self a favor and ton-
tact Carl McBride 901i 784-4951 at Humbolt. Tn.








with the subject of speech and
language on 'Richard II,' '1
and 2 Henry IV,' and 'Henry
V,' plays written at a time
when Shakespeare's
allegiance as an artist was
shifting decisively from
poetry to drama. Assisted by
J. I.. Austin's theory of the
speech act, Mr. Porter arrives
at new interpretations (4
characters and actions of.
dramaturgy and of specific
passages which have puzzled
all previous commentators '
Porter, who joined tbe
faculty at Murray State, in
1978, has also published a,
novel entitled "Eelgrass"
197'7 I and numerous pieces of
short fiction, some of which
are part of a book he is now
preparing for publication to be
entitled "The Kentucky
Stories."
He is a native of Madison-
ville.
Kids.'Thev ask Queenie Bee questions grown-ups wo010,
never think ot. But don't take ourfvord for it. Bring your kids
!o meet Queenie Bee in person. And then witch the magic.
Atter H. when a kid asks a hig,_
1 question tike this, w6'uta
. you reativ W,flt to 1")(' drIVINhere else?
507 North 12th
Murray, Ky.
I la • II 11 • • 
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  a 6.•
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West clox Dunmar
Electric Alarm Clock
Shatterproof lens, modern design, sweep second
hand. Drowse repeat alarm, lighted dial.
No..22032








E‘e Pre-mixed, ready touse. Regular or Her-


















Sale 2 for 994
Circus Peanuts 1001. Bog




























Fights strong mouth odors, even
onion and garlic. 24 oz.13ottle






Kills fleas up to 3 months.
Aids in tick control. Choice






With ammonia, 1814 oz. aerosol can
Mylanta
Sale Your Choice
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L-2- 34 ciia, 50'-75'-100' Lengths




250 ft. of hose
Reg. $25.99




Resists Water & Weather
Prevents Rust - Many Colors
12 oz. can
III
Victory Pond. A Deck
Floor Enamel




Large Selection... Checker Brand
*Paint Thinner *Remover *Stripper
\\*Turpentine •Cresote *Brush Cfeaner
In Pints, Quarts 1 Gallons.












Nylon, Vinyl & Leather
For 2 & 4 Door Cars &
Pick-Ups



































• 41# 1P• ••••••4411,4„..,••
lPg° •
• •• •
For Repairing or Replacing Screens
24"-28"-30"-36" & 48" Widths
Low Prices
Adjustable Serums Also Available
z
,Clems





























Complet Set Includes Volley-
Ball, All Season Net and
Heavy Gauge Steel Poles





























































Asst. Styles & Colors
Special Selection
ih Off











Official Weight & Size
Boys' Terry Tube
Socks
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HEALTH
DEAR DR. LAMB --
Please read the enclosed
articles and give me your
opinion about whether these
people really know some-
thing about arthritis or are
just selling books. Do you
know something about so-
called night shades and will
they really help?
DEAR READER - Re-
gardless of what value the
books described in the folder
you sent me might have
from a horticultural point of
view,. I don't believe that
these will be of any help at
all for arthritis.
The night • shades . as the
folder mentioned include
such diverse plants as pota-
toes, tomatoes and 13eppers,
as well as eggplant. These
foods do not cause arthritis.
Eliminating them from your -
diet will not cure arthritis.
Unfortunately, there are
multiple quack devices- to
obtain money from sufferers
of arthritis. I wish we had
more effective means of pro-
tecting the public from mi-
sinformation but we don't.
Quack arthritis devices
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
--
The presence of a free press
makes it very difficult to do
this and, of course, having a
free press is an importank,_
and precious freedom for all
of us.
Unfortunately, many good
things in life, including free-
dom of the press, can be
abused by people who are
inclined to do so.
As a general rule, to peo-
ple with arthritis I would say
do not buy or subscribe to
any treatment that's offered
to you irough the mail or by
someone coming to your
door. Don't buy devices or
so-called magic medicine.
Don't buy products that are
advertised to cure your
arthritis in public maga-
zines.
Do consult your family
doctor and if you have a
severe problem with
arthritis, see a rheumatoid
specialist. We do not have
any magic cures for
arthritis yet but there are a
lot of things which can be
done to relieve the problem
and enable a person to live
more comfortably and re-
main functional. Your doc-
tor is the person who can
help you obtain the best
services that are available
and meaningful.
I am returning your publi-
cation to you and I will send
you The Health Letter num-
ber 4-10, Osteoarthritis: De-
generative Or Wear And
Tear Arthritis. Other read-
ers who want this issue can
send 50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB --
Would You please write
something about Bell's pal-
sy? What is the cause of it
and is there any imedication
for it?
DEAR READER — Bell's
palsy causes one side of the
facial muscles to become
paralyzed. Sometimes it's
confused with a stroke but
the doctor can usually clear
up that concern. There are
changes in the nerves to the
facial muscles. To avoid
marked changes, early
treatment is important. A
common approach is to give
Prednisone, one of the corti-
sone medications, that
seems to combat the inflam-
mation that's occurring in
the nerve fibers. Such treat-
ment is most effective if it is
given in the first 72 to 96
hours of the illness.
Complete recovery of the
facial muscles usually oc-
curs in about 80 percent of
the patients with this prob-
lem and usually within lour
months. In a small number
of cases residual paralysis
and other problems persist
and some of these may even
require surgical therapy.
In many instances we
never kritiNv what caused the
disease and it disappears on
it's own, but it's better to get
early treatment to minimize




This rate is in effect 'stay 3 through Mai
• TERM: 6-Months (182 days); MINI
MUM,DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE.























E .Tennis Racquets •Gym Shortsi
.1.Jackets •Tennis Shirts!




Many Other Items I
= 
F.




Fri., Noon til 5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. til 5 p.m.
We're Cleaning House & Passing
the Savings On To You!
















Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
IRSIMARCE—BONDS---REAL ESTATE-101E. 12Th ST., DENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR TIE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA






-(C) SNIPPY" WEED EATER
Tap-N-G&° feature—
when cutting line frays or
breaks, tap trimmer on the
ground to extend more line
Cuts a 10-in.path With 35-
ft line spool. Weighs 316
lbs. 06/409 , 2419













lock holds tape firmly
Black markings on yel
low steel tape Self
adjusting end hook




ywine won't rust, resists dents,
withstands temperature extremes







Ideal. for light trimming, small
lawns. Rechargeable 6-volt bat-
tery 71/2-inch cutting path. 25
It. line spool. 7 lbs 06/108 '
(B) CUPPIETM WEED EATER" 
Weighsonly 2 lbs. for easy one-hand
operation. Trims grass and light
weeds around trees and bushes, along
fences, walls, etc Guts an 8-inch
path, Electric. 06/307 .. 14.99
Reptaceseel Line. 06/1045 2.49
(I)) NEEDIE*
WEED EATER*
Trims a 16-inch path, but 160
edges, sweeps and mows For
medium-to-large-sized lawns.
New Tap-N-Go'° feature for
faster trimming lncl 50-ft. line
spool.. Adju.stabie assist han-
dle 71/2 lbs. 06/509 _SOO
Repieceemeet Llee.
06/1074 . . 3.11
TURF BUILDER®
Helps your soil provide the nutri-
tion needed for a green healthy
lawn Balanced, prolonged feed-
ing for up to two months Devel-








Valvoline 10W40 is a multi-viscosity, all
climate, all-weather heavy-duty oil that
lubricates and protects your car's engine
Stock up now G5/10W40
P
ALL-STEEL AUTO RAMPS
Hold up to 5,000 lbs a full 11 inches off the
ground Heavy-gauge steel with built-in tire
stops Fully assembled G5/R75
Turf BuNder Plus 2'o
Releases nutrients gradually to pro-
vide a balanced feeding—so your
lawn grows thick ape green. Also
controls dandelions and 40 other






Use in garage, storage she'',
basement or closet. 50-inch, heavy-
gauge steel rack holds up to 6 large
tools - rakes, shoveLs, mops, etc. In-
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be submitted by 12

















Dry League and Citizens for
Drug Control, will meet
Monday, May 7th, at 7 pm in
the Woodman Hall All
members and interested
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been made in the Calloway
district court All Claims
against these estates should
be tiled with the fiduciary
within six months of date of
qualification
Ola B. Graham, 1017 Sharpe
Street, Murray, KY.. 42071,
dec'd, Murrelle Ryan, 1213
Dogwood Drive, Murray,
KY., Executrix,
Edith W. Johnson, 1001 Vine
Street, Murray, KY., 42071,
dec'd, pea Smith, 3252
Vailview Drive, Nashville,
TN 37201, Executrix.
Freda Abel's Broach, 705
Elm Street, Murray, KY,
42071, dec'd, Howard Steely,
Box 150, Murray, KY, 42071,
Executor.
Ellen Causey, Calloway
County, dec'd, Manon Key—,
909 John Lee Drive, Paris,
TN, Executrix.
Leon Cooper, Route 4,
Murray, KY, 42071, Jean
Cooper, Route 4, Murray,
KY, and Joan Cooper, Route
4, Murray, KY., Co
E K ec utric es .
Eva Irvin, Route 1, Hazel,
KY, 42049, dec'd, Verna Nell
Newport, 3841 Kelley Circle,
Memphis, TN, Executrix.
Frances W Shea, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk.
2. NOTICE
GOD IS LOVE. I John CS.
"out seek ye firs? .the
kingdom of God, and His
rightoysness: and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE. 759-
4600. Bible Facts and Free,
Store. Hear our 'broadcast







Fire (County I 7534952
Foster Parents 7.53-5362
Hospital 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. :753-4)849
Humane Soc. .759-4141
Learn To Read  753-2288
Needline 753-NEED




Senior Citizens  753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
State Pol.- . 1-800-5924401
This list of telephone.
numbe'rs is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip





















WOULD THE person who
struck the green Aspen in
Westview Nursing Home
parking lot on April 26th



































LOST SEVEN year old male
Beagle in Wiswell area, no
collar Phone 753 5739
LOST: AUSTRAILAN
Shepherd, 2 year old, white,
gray and black. Lost on 5 121
Reward! Call 753 2287
LOST - SIBERIAN Husky,
white with blue eyes, red
collar. if found call 753 7646




machine Operators Apply in
person, •Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY
SIRLOIN STOCKADE, Bel
Air Shopping Center, is now
hiring for both day and night
shifts Apply in person




6 week camp for
college students with 2
or more years
remaining at M.S.U.





body man. Apply at Gene's




must have 3 to 5 years ex
perience in quality super








Manager, P.O. Box 3021,
Paris, TN 38242 An equal
opportunity employer
Auto body repair man
wonted. Experience
necessary. Apply in per-
son Bowker and Farley
Auto Trim, Andrus Ave.,
Murray, 753-0153.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
I WOULD. be interested in
picking. Up. -and hauling
concrete'blocks or bricks for
someone who wants them
removed from damaged or




•distributor has surplus brand
new first quality above
ground family pools com-
plete with: Filter, ladder,
sun deck, -stairs, pump,
completely installed only
$796. No money down, terms
atTanged to fit your budget.
Call ,-warehouse toll free in
Kentucky area 1-800-292 9438.




































not essential. We offer




call or write: Mr. Tom
Dullington, CIT Finan-
cial Services, 117 S. 4th
St., 753.4702 .






• tur• to ,nclucas thra you.,
men brae.. ha parents hot
the forwoghl to non buns., -
,./p rune*. to, N. edueebon
nos. *pith • Gokbn Youth
Plan 'Yeti by MFA Lobs
Insurance con.',





753-0489 VELP Of Salina
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 Pm,
474-8838
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, S36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
$29.99; model 574, $34.99;
model 559, S54.99; model 552,
$66,69; model 553, S72.99;





pertone color, $100. 753-5611.
LARGE SOLID oak antique
roll-top desk and chair, 1350.
Call 753-6762.
MUST SELL! Sears Ken-
more heavy duty washer and
dryer Call 753-7949 after 5
pm
ONE BEDROOM suite,
complete with springs and
mattress, one girls bicycle,
one dinette suite with 8
chairs, one student desk and
one air conditioner. Call 753-
2972 after 5 pm. 
PORTIBLE DRYER, fike
new, $50. Call 753 7906.0r 759
.4601
We : uy, Se I Or lrade





coppertone, glass in door,
good shape, $125. Frigidare
frost free refrigerator, white,
freezer on top, $175. 7515940_
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
TAPPAN ELECTRIC stove,
$30, window fan, and baby
bed 489 2200.
It. FARM EQUIP. 
1-9-7-S-rAoCC BOL E NS lawn and
garden tractor, 14 hp
hydrostatic with 42" deluxe
mower, tool bar with at
tachment, power lift, power
takeoff. $1775 Phone 753
9204.
FOR SALE: Side mount rack
with two 210 gallon
aluminized steel tanks, Ace
centrifical pump kit. New
$1275. Calf 753 3897.
6 11P ROTOR tiller, one year
old, $200 or best offer.
Electric weed eater, $40 or
best offer. Call 436-5601.
14. WANT TO BUY
WOULD LIKE to buy a dozen
laying hens Call 436 2305
WANT TO buy, used baby
stroller Cap, 731 'Asa before
8 30p.m. 
IS. ARTICI.ES FOR SALE 
BEAUTY SHOP equipment,
slightly used, hydrolic chair,
dryer, shampoo bowl- and
chair, shampoo sink, 1500.
753 0061.
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10 59, 20"
bar, $11.99; 24" bar, $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE: 2 good tickets to
the Indianappolis 500,
regular price. 753:8071.
GOOD USED air conditioner
and black raspberry plants.
753-4684.  NEW TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double wide, 24'
long. 1 886 6029 in Hopkin
svi Ile after 6 pm.
NEW 200 GALLON pull type
sprayer with poly tank, 8 row
boom, nozzels and pump
Never been used. S700.. Call
753 3897.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
$12.99; 3 gallon, $13.99,
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
629.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, $20999 Wallin Har
dware, Paris.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammp, group 3 EH, $44.99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H.
$44 . 99 . Wallin Hardware,
Paris
SCAFFOLD WAGONS
New, Sturdy, 24' long.
See Bob Nanney 107
4th St. or Phone 753-
4937 or 7W51951 nights.
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, $39.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for
only $32.99. Wallin Hard,
ware, Paris.
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88,











steel, $64.99. Colors, $69 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
COMMODES, WHITE,
$39.99. Colors. $47.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates, $30.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
GIRLS BICYCLE, 16".
English style, almost new
$35. Call 753 7820 after 8 pm 
ONE KT. diamond cluster •
ring, yellow gold, valued at
$1600, asking $800. 1 247-9387. 
RAPID GRO, 6 oz., $1.39; 16
oz., $2.19; 32 oz., $3.75, 5 lb.,
$7.75; 10 lb., $11.85. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
only $12.99 at Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self-rimming, $29.99;
$39.99, 549.99. Wallin Han•
dware, Paris.
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Com-
pany, McKenzie, TN. (901')
352-5777.
SLIDING GLASS door unit. 2
doors, double thermopane
glass, with AWM frames. $25
for both. 753 7820 after 8 pm.
TAILORED LADIES riding
suit, for English or Western
showing. Coat and slacks,
yellow, size 11 12, $15. Worn
only twice, very nice.- Call
753 1916 from 8 till 5 and 753-
6331 after 5 pm. 
WROUGHT IRON carport
supports, black, set of one
single and one corner unit.
Used one year, $30 Call 753-
7820 after 8 pm..
 4
Are fruit trees necessary in the city? They are to
cooks who will appreciate the producing apple,
pear and peach trees on this large city lot. Low
cost living is possible in this 11/2 story with the
POO per month rent paid to you while you are
your own landlord. Don't be disappointed by a
"SOLD" sign. Dial 753-1492 NOW!
• -
: - •
A Heart Stealer... . The wooded lawn is just
beautiful for ,this immaculate 2 bedroom home..
. Spacious Great ROoni with fireplace and brick
wall, formal dining room, U-shaped custom built
kitchen. . . Central gas heat.. . 1/2 acre lot.. . Call
us to see this well maintained home + It WILL
steal your heart.. . Priced in the 30's.
Welcome Home -is what .thi.s, 3_beckaom brick
says to you and your family! It's a "forever"
home with charm, warmth, and quality. Tree
studded acreage provides serene setting for this
city home with central gas heat - just on the
market today.
Take a closer look! Step inside and se
e this
cheerful, sunny 7 bedroom home that really is
built on 4 different levels. Fireplace and 
sun
room adds to the warmth and friend
ly at-
mosphere. Conie and inspect this delight
ful
home.
Would you like to look under thirty' 
Let us show
you this 3 bedroom home, fenc
ed backyard,
double carport, near university an
d shopping...
Priced in the 20's A new listing you 
should check
out today.
Enjoy the View. . . from this picturesque
secluded wooded setting. . . 4 bedroom lake
home built by owner for year round comfort. . .
living room and dining room, 21/2 baths... 2 large
decks for family cook-outs. You'll get many
hourslif enjoyment in this furnished home. . .
Make an appointment today for your personal
showing.
If you care...enough to want your family to have
the best, you'll want to see this comfortable
home. It is centrally located to schools and shop-
ping. . . 3 spacious bedrooms, living room with
dining area — bathroom has new fixtures with
double vanity, floored attic, very well main-
tained. . Be the first to see - fresh on the market.
Walk- to shopping center. . income property. .
live in one side and rent the other. 2 bedrooms
and 1 bath on one side and 1 bedroom apartment
on the other. See this today by calling 753-1492.
Cool lake breezes will lull you to sleep on warm
sukarner nights. . . 3 bedroom A-fraple on water
front lot. Living room with fireplace, kitchen
with dining area. . . deck overlooks lawn gently
sloping to waters edge. A top location, vacant
and priced to sell - Hurry ' 30-s.. .
75.3-1492
Broods Jones - 753-1221
Glenda Smith - 153-1499
Jody JohmtIon - 437-4444
...We're Moiling Too Fool AI Nomo
1200 Sycamore
Amos McCarty - 753-2249
Sandra McKinney - 753-6352
Loretta Jolts -113-8019
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26. TV-RADIO 
40' ROHN TOWER,
Parabolic aut tor channell
17. In dash AM FM 8 track,
pushbutton radio, CB hump
mounts with speakers, SVeR
meters, antennas Call 436
SAM
T1-11S WEEKEND a free 549
Weather Alert radio with the
Purchase of some 23" and 25"
color t.v s. From Sission's
Zenith, 19 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94 382
2174 
WANTED • RESPONSIBLE
Party to take up payments on
25" color tv J &B Music
753 7575
27. M01. HOME SALES
FOR SALE 1972 Toronado
I? X 50. 2 bedroom, gas heat.
some furniture Located Fox
Meadows 54000 753 6950
after 5 Pm
FOR SALE 2 mobile home
One is a Stardust. 68 X 12, has
3 bedrooms 2 baths Also a
LaSalle 56 X 12, 2 bedrooms
and 2 baths For more in.
tormation• call Murray. 474
8880




oerpinning, extra nice. 54500..
Call 753 8177. 
1970 NEW MOON, 2
bedroom, gas,• furnished,
underpinning, utility pole
and extras. 436 2199. 
12 x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
spacious two bedroom,
central air, underpinning,
tie downs, storage shed. Call
.136 2625 or 474 2226. 
10 X 55 TWO BEDROOM
used trailer, excellent
condition, 53500. Located at
lot 138 Riveria Trailer
Courts. 362 8793 or 753-7443. 
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM,
furnished, gas heat, $3750.
Call 753.3014
27. MOB. NOME SALE
12 X 70 ALL ELECTRIC. 2
bedroom, 2 bath, furnished
trailer Take over payments
Call 753 6189 atter 4pm
- - -1974. 12 X ;0- -TUFCO
MOBILE home, furnished, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths, un
derpinned with large porch.






Court, all now rented.







1971, 12 X 52, TWO
BEDROOM, washer dryer,
frost free refrigerator, dish-
washer, underpinned, ex
cellent condition, $5500
Ready for occupancy July
8th. located Fox Meadows
753 7730 after 5 pm.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS 
TWO BEDROOM, 641 South,
S150. 753 8681 
TWO BEDROOM,' 2 bath,
nice mobile home, $175 per
month, $75 deposit, central
heat and air, no petsallowed
753-4808. -
29. HEATING & COOLING 
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners 753 1551 or 751
9104. 




33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
1/6-0MS FOR rent, S60 per
month plus sharing utilities.
Adjoining MSU at 113 N 14th
Street 753 9097.
ROOMS FOR rent, shared
bath and kitchen facility, 165
per month. Call 753 9030
35. FARMS FOR RENT
FARM HOUSE near Ken
lake on Ledbetter Road, $50
Per month. For details call 1
216 234 4383 or write C.F.
Waldrop, 18800 Whitney
Road, Stringsville, OH 44136.
36. RENT OR LEASE 
TRAILER LOT for rent,.





PRICE NAIR CUT $1.50
For liespityl& hoes, culls please ail 753-314.1 owe 44 is al-
rout. Notary Public Service.
Closed Al) Da Wed.
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41. PUBLIC SALES
37. LI-1TESTOCK-SUPP. 
BULLS FOR sale! Per
formarice tested half, three-
quarters, seven eighths
blood Siminental and Maine
Anjou bulls. Only the very
best performance bulls
selected from over 1,000
performance tested cows are
being offered for sale.
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
42211 Phone days, 235 5182 
NINE ..COWS, nine calves,
and one bull Call 759.1701. 
WALKING HORSE gelding.
Dapple gray, white mane
and tail, 10 years old Was
shown extensively from 4 to 7
years old. Won state 4,H
horse show, walking horse
division. -3 years straight
Has been aft shosv circuit for
3 years. Spirited, very well
trained, excellent trail horse
Unregistered.- $750 Call 753
1916 from 8 tilt 5, and astcfor
Lisa. after 5 pm call 753 6331. 
31. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
BLACK DOBERMAN,- 18
months old, good disposition
• moving, must sell, 575. 492
8837 






Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
75.9-1176day or night.
We Install And
Car Service Everything Home
We Sell At The Stereo'sStereo's
World of Sound





Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
-Closed Frsiat Fri.it 60. Buy the best for less.
S ril Sen. 2 p.m
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
FOUR PARTY yard sale
Friday and Saturday, 8 till ?
Washer and stove, golf Clubs,
stereo, clothing, etc. On
Penny Road, 21 1 miles north
of airport.
FOUR PARTY yard sale,
Friday and Saturday, 8 am
till 5 pm. 1700 Miller Avenue.
Lots of nice items. 
GARAGE SALE, 3 family,
1616 Kirkwood Drive. Friday
from 9 till 4, and Saturday 8
to 3.
GARAGE SALE. Saturday,
1705 Parklane, 8 till 2.
Bicycle, refrigerator,
trundle bed, chest-of
drawers, • rocking chairs
sewing machine cabinet.
electric motor, lamp, small
appliances. Avon bottles,
tools, toys, fabric, ern
broidery kits, books, plants'
and pots, clothes infiuding








case, RCA stereo, toys,
lamps, old radio, oak





and teen age clothes,
miscellaneous antique
.tems, shoes new and
used. Assorted fur-
niture. Saturday May






Friday, noon till 5, Saturday
9 till 5. 2212 Edinborough. 
RUMMAGE SALE by the
Immanuel Lutheran Ladies,
lobe held at the Church, 15th
&•Main, May 4th, 8 till 5 and
May Stri, 8 till 3. 
SATURDAY, 7 am fill 5 Pm,
SUNDAY 1 to 5 pm, on north
16th at Tiny, Tot Day Care.





sale, Friday and Saturday, 8
till A, on 121 North across
from Calloway County
Fairgrounds. rain or shine
Ping bong table, furniture,
organs, cameras, radios,
baby. items, toys, nice adult
and children's clothing, and
lots of other items
YARD SALE. Friday 2 to 6
pm a-nd Saturday 7 am till 12
noon. Clothing, pottery,
quilts. eft In LynnWOOd
Estates off 121 So
YARD SALE, One mile east
of Coldwater on. 121 Moving,
everything must go 23 cubic
foot chest freezer, Snapper
riding lawn mower, fur
niture, clothes, baby things, 2
old televisions, Tru Test
tiller, fencing, metal and
treated fence posts._ steel
gales, and numerous
household items and tools
Saturday, all day, and







Rims: Noy Ph, Satveds7
8r,. S 6.2i til 5 P.m
No sib), before 8.






13 tens tiperionce, Canopies Newarfil of MerchifendiseGewrewtoesi 100% Coll•ctios. Frei Advictishig
It Pays To Call Chester's
41. PUBLIC SALES
-- 
THREE PARTY yard sale.
Toys. childreris clothing, and
other items. Friday 8 till 2.
1320 Sycamore
YARD SALE S am till 3 pet
at 2071/2 Irvin Arose. 
YARD SALE May 5th and
loth, Saturday 8 till 5. Sunday
12 to 5. 306 N .stn Street, along
side Ezell Beauty School
Many items. 
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday, 8 te 4 pm, 901 Vine
Street Lois of new items 
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday, from 8 till 4. Baby
items, household items,
clothes. 5595 13th Street.
YARD SALE Saturday 8 till
4, everythinit r easorrabte
Women, girls, and baby
clothing, ena tables. CB
radio with power supply,
trinkets. In H3zei turn beside
Dee's Bank, turn left at stop
Sign, green hbuse.in second
curye.




















YARD SALE Sa1 _ - 1ay nnas,
5th, 304 Woodi3wn 8 30 to] 
41. REAL ESTATE  






to help you in real
estate.
Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 751-3263
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
MOVING - MUST SELL, near Hazel, charming 3
bedroom brick with wood burning fireplace, over
1450 square feet of living area on wooded acre
lot. Includes built-in stove and dishwasher.
Priced right $34,500.00.
1-tow
PERFECTION DESCRIBES the beautiful
- design and decore attained in this 3 bedroom 2
bath home on lot 200 x 300 near Midway. All the
extras in the kitchen with breakfast area:
seperate dining and living rooms, plus den with
fireplace. Attached 2 car garage. AP-
POINTMENTS ONLY PLEASE!
CITY SCHOOLS AND GAS HEAT are some of
the many features included with this 3 bedroom
brick on Keenland Dr. Under $40,000. Can be
shown by appointment only.
•
THE SUN DOESN'T ALWAYS SHINE but you'll
think it does in this sunfilled, cheery home in
Canterbury. Unique design and decore
throughout the 4 bedrooms and 2 baths upstairs.
excellent traffic pattern on 1st level offers kit-
chen, den, dining, living, entry?. and '7 bath.
Come on= let's look!
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate










Member Multi-Listing Service and Murray-Calloway Board of Realtors
It
E oarorh.voL
HEMMED IN? The Openspaciousness Of this one floorplan makes the kitchen,dining area, and living roompractically one large roomwith beamed cathedralceiling and indirect lightingThe 3 bedrooms are in a quiet





Professional Ser. leesWith 1.1. riend7, Touch'
RUN FOR THE
ROSES . and comeup a winner in this
lovely 3 bedroom B.V.










Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
INFLATION CAN help- you if
you buy thIS Income
producing property at 1101
Main Street 3 apartments
presently rented with mainhouse to live, in or rent
Possible, realistic income







home with central gas
heat, fireplace in den.
and attractive corner
lot location on quiet
residential street. Lots
of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We




43. REAL ESTATE 
NEED A carefree 2 bedroom
home! Newly remodeled,
completely carpeted, and
brand new heating system,
plus lots of extras. Located in
city school district.. low
SZO's Dial 753 1492...offered






Ph 1901 ,479.2986 475-3713
South Fulton Tenn
WATERFRONT LOTS 3very nice waterfront lotswith gradual slope to the
water. Over 150 feet of
waterfrontage. These are tobe sold as one The three lotsare listed at $25,000 The















take a look at a
delightful change. This
3 bedroom, 2 bath






great room, central air
and professionally
landscaped. Take a











South 121h at Sy cornor•
TELEPHONE 7511661
Reduced to $12,800.00
and waiting just for
you is the large mobile
home with two covered
patios just minutes
from Murray. 10' x 10'
aluminum storage






start or expand your
own automotive
cleanup business with
this 3 car cleanup shop
located minutes from
Murray on one acre
lot. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY,
753-1222 For all the
information. Priced at
only $25,000.
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 2 wooded 16%
Within three miles of city
limits Has city water Call
753 1380 after 6 pm
Circle Fencing
Division of Atkins Gutter Service
*Chain Link Fencing
*Western Cedar Fencing
We Give Free Estimates








Miways 45-SI & Pun Ploy
SEAFOOD BUFFET
Every Friday & Saturday 4i9ht!
"Alwasc b1 So•seese-




V1406 diewe er Tlw Sere. thee ea, at Owe
la Fulton tot onus in., So or See
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• PUBLIC NOTICE
PliCELY WOODED five acre 4.
your own blacktop road naar lake Any 411
homesnes located on
•• 
•• Conducted By 0• Hotel & Motel Mattress Distributors •• 
••• HOLIDAY INN ••• •• S. 12th St. 
•• Murray, Ky. 
•• 
•2 DAYS ONLY
. -* ing:1 do your own of thbse attractively priced •- ''i iltenanc4.4efi. properties can -be bought•i siding s orrn -"with a .10W down payment 40
n 1 and priced to over an eNtended period.
•-tealtors 1111 Sycamore St., 753-cn01, -•-753 7531.
!C)O' ndows located




property for sale on
Kentucky 'Lake.
Approxlinately 4500
sq. ft. metal bulldinK
on one acre lake front
lot.• additional






































Ti y Boyd Ma/ors
Real Estate. 1(6 N.
lanitainhStommegoonswoons.
and the balance financed






With The Fnendly Touch
COMMERCIAL BUIL-
DING . . . 3 floors in-
eluding basement,




side property - ex-
cellent warehouse
facility. Call for all
details. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St





I First Quality, still in original factory con- •
tainers, meets Federal Flammability •• Codes, all patterns, none soiled, none •• " used, all brand new. Not to be confused •• ' - with bedding belonging to hotel in •• which this sale is being held. 
••_____ 
EACH PIECE •• .
•0' • TWINSIZE 
•FULL SIZE 
.• •
•• QUEEN SIZE  
















•Saturday, May 510 a.m.-3 p.m. •
•AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE .DISPOSAL Off
FACTORY TRUCKS -









OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2 TO 4 p.m.
2021 Gatesborough Drive
Located in Gatesborough Subdivision, vacant
and ready to move into. Have you ever seen a
home with the GREAT ROOM concept' This one
has a beautiful beamed ceiling and large
fireplace with gas starter, a lovely color scheme
and many features you will want to see. Three
bedrooms, 21,i baths, formal dining room, 2-car




1100 County Cork Drive
Lovely home 'in Gatesborough subdivision sureto please your family. Three bedrooms with
master bedroom being 28I-2 x 1542, all bedrooms
have double • storage, stained glass window
beside stairway adds that extra touch of class toa very elegant home. Priced in the 70's. Look forour signs, everywhere'
711 Main, 753-1222
Murray, Ky. (24-Hour Phone)
.e
to





















































LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
45. FARMS FOR SALE
143 ACRES, p•ATELINE
road, New Providence 5.650
an acre, small house, good
water A Williams, RI 8, Box
517 LaCoste, Mobile, AL
36608 (205) 649 3314
40 ACRE FARM 32 acres
tendable land Good 7 room
farm house, 3 out buildings,
in good location Call 437
/3/3
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2
Oath, living, dining, and
!amity room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Do-ran
Road. 753 8405. 
BY OWNER: ,4 bedrooms,
1' 2 baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace. heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years old,
GateSborough. 759-1149.
BY OWNER: • 'Three
bedrooms, two full, baths,
flying room, large den with
fireplace. country Witcher!,
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, cehtrai
air. Shown by appointment
only. Call 759.4503 after 5 pm.
. BY OWNER, 8 room house,
partically furnished, new
bedroom suite, living room,
new wood stove, kitchen set,
captain's chairs on rollers,
drapes, new washer,
refrigerator, range, lot 100 x
165. $16,000 Call 492-8850.
No realtors please 
BY OWNER Cozy country
nome. • fireptace, electric--
heat, on approximately 1'.2
acres, garden spot, fruit
trees, grapes, and
strawberries Also two rental
?ratters on land, for added
income. Call 753,8263.
BY BUILDER: new four
bedroom, 7i7 bath house in
Canterbury call 753 3903 for
further information.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
FOR SALE by owner 3
bedroom brick, close to
college, city school district,
economical gas heat Large
lot with trees, fenced back
yard with outside storage.
Call 753 2604. 
FOR SALE by "owner: 3
bedroom brick home with 2
baths, fireplace, formal
living room and dining,
utility room, 2 car garage.
House has extra lot. Located
2 miles east of Murray Call
759 1086.
FRAME HOUSE, 301 So. 8th




753 5131, extension 111. 
HOUSE FOR sale by owner.
2 - Bedroom, --completely
redecorated, in excellent
neighborhood. 753 3944. 
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. For more details call
753 5167. 
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio. landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D conncections,
lots of storeage, walk, in
closets. Low 5.60's
Appointment only, 753 4133
or (713) 526 1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
baths, fenced . yard,
fireplace, assumable VA
lean. 7.53 3710 after 6 pm. 
TWO BEDROOM house on 2
acres with large barn west ot
Murray. 520,000. 753 6645. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1976 HONDA MAT IC 750,
excellent condition, new tires
and chain. Call 767-2348. 
1973 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder.
Call 436 2400 after 4 pm
AUCTION
(Household and Antiques)
Sat. May 5 - 10 a.m.
Estate of Mary Hart
Location - Hwy. 641 in Draffenville, Ky. (across from
the Daisies Boutique)
Lg. trunk, old picture frames and mirrors (some
beveled I, lots of old books, fruit jars (old and new 1.
antique showcase and Lance & Tom jars from
Hilltop grocery', cherry desk, stone churns and
crocks, metal bed, carvinal glass, good pressed
glass, glassware with gold trim, baskets, old combs,
hat pins, thimbles, and compacks, dolls, Christmas
decorations, quilting frame, pie safe, odd tables,
buffet, oil lamp, bridge lamp, old lace, wooden and
tin boxes, metal filing cabinet, straight back chair,
quilt box, old record cabinet, antique steel lock box,
pots and pans, household and kitchen furniture, 1890
Crown Organ by George B. Bent Mgt., boxes of
goodies from attic, lots of items to numerous to
mention and some we don't even know about!
Bobbie Bohannon
Auctioneer
Not responsible in case of accident.
This Week's
Featured Home
1504 Beckett Drive, Canterbury Estates
It will be love at first sight when you see this
listing in Canterbury' F-stattisT. featuring 3
bedrooms, 2L.: baths, 2 car garage, redwood
deck, covered concrete patio and cedar fenced
yard for privacy. Don't buy until you have seen
this one. Priced at $62,500. -
47. MOTORCYCLES
1972 HONDA 500, excellent
condition, will take, S625. 498
8397.
NEW 1979 250 Y 2, 500
Yamaha, like new, dressed.
50 cc ldeljet, new Also a
camper for sale for long
wheel base truck. Call after
pm, 492 8856. 
1976 SUZUKI .500, EX-
CELLENT condition, low
mileage:1800. 753 1913. 
SUZUKI GT 550 with wind
jammer. $1000 or best offer.
Call 436 5601. 
46. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 24nonth
guarentee, 522.88. 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, 526.99. 60
month_ guarentee, 95 amp,
$36 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
FOUR,. CHROME. reverse
wheels, 6 lug, for Chevrolet
truck. 160. Call 753-2906 or
759 4601. 
TIRE SALE: Premium
grade, white wall, 4 ply
polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $21 39
and $1 72 F ET; E78X14,
$25.63 and 52 20 F E T ;
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.32
FET; G78X14 or 15, $28.39
and 52.54 FET, H78X14 or 15,
$30.52 and 52 76 F ET;
L18X15, $32.86 and $3.06
F ET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
41. USED CARS 
I For Sale1972 Gran Torino. Call753-9924 after 3:30 p.m.Priced for $500.00 
1977, B 210 DATSUN, low
mileage, air, call 437 4622
after 6 pm. 
1971 BUICK LeSABRA, good
mechanical condition, power
steering, brakes, air, cruise.





1969 CAMARO. Can be seen
at Vickers Gas Station every




Call 753 2906 or 759-4601. 
1976 CUTLASS, TRIPLE




miles, ivory (pale yellow),
wire wheels, 513,000.
Paducah, 554.1217.
1962 CHEVY, 4 door, mag
wheels, burnt valves, best
offer. 436 2625. 
1976 FORD ELITE, loaded,
with power seats iand win-
dows, cruise, tilt, air, AM,
FM stereo tape,. deluxe in
tenor and exterior trim.
5.3800 or best offer_ Phone 759
1429. 
1973 FIREBIRD, VERY
clean, $2150. Will trade. 1803
College Farm Road. 
1971 FORD LTD, 351,
automatic, air, 1450. 753.7918. 
FOR SALE or trade: 1974
49. USED CARS 
1975 PONTIAC VENTURA,
2 door, sharp with mag
wheels, good condition
Asking S2250. Call 759 1736 or
see at 407 S 4th St. 
1973 PINTO, AUTOMATIC
and air, 58,000 miles, good
condition, nice $1075. 753
812.4. 
TRIUMPH Spitfire con-
vertible, 1973 model. New
top, mechanically good,
Michelin steel-belted's, four
speed, excellent gas mileage
Call 753 7650 5.30 p.m. 10830
p.m.. -04753,1916 7.30 a.m. to
,ntion. Ask for Gene. 
1977 T BIRD, DOVE gray
with dove gray velvet in-
terior, moon roof, loaded
with all equipment, western
wheels and new tires, 14,000
miles, 55850. Call 759,4159
days, and 759,4852 nights. 




automatic, 6 cylinder, $900
Call 492 8487. 
1977 FORD ' RANGER 150
pickup, 4 wheel drive, air,
power brakes, power
steering, automatic, tool box,
11,500 miles, one owner. 753
9257. 
1959 FORD PICKUP with
?ood cattle racks. Also a
farm wagon. Call 435,4515. 
1978 JEEP C.1-5, V8, 3 speed,
18000 actual miles, 14900. 1934
Ford pickup truck 327,
automatic, custom painted
by Jim Detew. S.5000. Call
759,4492. 
1968 JEEPSTER COM-
MANDER, 4 wheel drive.
1970 Chevrolet pickup, V8.
436-2400 after 4 pm.
1977 TOYOTA PICKUP,
10,000 miles, white spoke
wheels, air conditioned, new
topper. See at 420 S 8th
Street.
51. CAMPERS
12 FOOT CAMPER trailer,
excellent condition. Call 436
2448 after 5 pnt."
. 17' PHEOflX CAMPER,
self contained. Phone 753
8056
1971 United Fealuie Swnotcate
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded, all size
...iea gravel, free estimates
Clifford Garrison, 753.5/29
after 4 pm. 
FOR ALL your lawn and
garden needs, breaking,
disking, mowing yard, call
/92 83.66 or (901) 247 5665. 
FOR ELECTRICAL work
call Jerry Osbron, 753 9464. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 for
tree estimates for your
needs. 
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753 1966. 
GUTTERING BY Sears,
fr-4k,9 Sears continous guttersinstalled per r" your
specifications. Call Sears
p.,, 753,2310 for free estimates. 
'WENT FOR -A RIPE IN THE COUNTryi HUGH OUTLAND roofing,excellent references, call
753-1486 between 7 am and
3 30 pm, ask for Shelley. 
HOUSEWORK WANTED.
Experienced, • reliable, want
one or two days a week, $22
per day. Call 247-5716. 
HAULING GRAVEL, dirt,
Sawdust, etc. 753•4120. 
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753,7505 or 753,
8277.
WHAT PIP YOU 120 WITH YOUR
SUNI2AY?"
51. CAMPERS
APACHE POP UP camper,
19' extended, awning,
electric water system,




trailors, 5th wheels, and
popup. Both new and used.
Complete line; parts and
accessories, hitohes, brakes,
and lights; installed. White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753
0605.
1969 15' SCOTTY CAMPING
trailer, sleeps 6, has 3 burner
stove, oven. 3 way lights,
water tank and ice box. Call
489 2728 between 2 and 4 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
BOAT AND trailer,
Shoreline, excellent con
-dition, tilt with spare wheel,
753-8071.
14' EBBITIDE BASS boat, 50
hp Evinrude, depth finder,
and trolling motor Call 753
8925
Auction Sale
Saturday, May 5th, 10 a.m., weather per-
mitting. At the Bee Falwell home, half way
between Stella and Kirksey, KY on Kirksey
Highway.
Selling the estate of the late Ola Williams. Nice
stove, refrigerator, bedroom suite, dinette set,
living room suite, odd chairs, fancy antique tables,
t.v., small appliances, glass, china, picture frames,
fancy kerosene lamps, nice wall telephone, dough
.tray, good pieces of depression glass, high back





Grand Prix with sun roof- --
call 753-6953. 
1975 FORD GRANADA, 6
cylinder, automatic, power
and air, local, one owner,
51995. 1975 El Camino, good
condition, power and air,
. 5.2075. 489,2595. 
1975 G_RAND PR IA, double
black -*ithr burgandy_in-
tartur,---poWer, viindow57-
FM; loyy, mileage, local car,
excellent shape, must sell
5.2850. Phone 753 7765 or see
at 1627 Loch Lomond Drive.
1970 MONTE CAVLO. Call
492 8777. 
MERCURY MARQUIS
station wagon, 1975. 753.3248. 
1971 MUSTANG GRANDIE,
Power steering, brakes, air,
automatic. Call 489-2187. 
1978 MALIBU CLASSIC,
black, silver vinyl roof, AM
-FM stereo, factory wheels,
still under warranty Call
759 1926 after 5 pm. 
MUST-. SELL! 1976 Ford
Granada, excellent con
dition, low mileage. For
more information call 767
4687 or 767 4562. 
1974 MUSTANG, 4,,SPEED,
good condition. Ca Ir753-7775. 
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, also 1972
Chevy Impala in good
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52. BOATS & MOTORS 
FOR SALE: 1966 Elec.
tromatic 40 hp Johnson
motor with controls. Good
condition. 753 1556. • 
MER-CRUSE INBOARD,
outboard motor, complete,
like new, 30' houseboat; 16'







Dilly trailer. Call after
4 p.m. 753-0588.
16' SWISS SIR ski boat with
90 hp Johnson, red and white
fiberglass, including canvas
top, heavy duty trailer, skiis,
rope, presservers, will pull 2
skiers, 5.850. Call 753-7405. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR





roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding, .
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395.4967 or I 362.4895. 
BAC K HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and. dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. 
BUSHOGGING, ROOF
repair and new roofing,
building tear downs, sum,
merize houses, trailer roof
coating, if you need it we'll
probally do it. Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753-
2418 between 8 am and 9 pm. 
CAN'T GET those small jobt




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489.2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, Vibra, Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
COMPLETE ASPHALT'
maintenance paving, pat-,
thing, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located,
at Murray Spe-acTiv-O y,-Fligic -
way 641 N of Murray. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios, •




realistic Prices. Coll for
estimates, 753 9987 after 4 - 30
Om. 
CA,RPENTERS 'FRAMING
or finish, no job too large or
E-x-cettertrreTe r en c es
Call 759.1890... 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




done, decks and porches built
and repaired. gutter cleaning
or installation, . small
plu;tnbing, concrete walks,
Patios, and driveways also
done., call 436 5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates
IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
474-8854 or 527.1315. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates. 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753-1537. 
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. Call
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates.
13. SERVICES OFFERED 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air





Jack Glover, 753 1873 after 6
pm.
MITCHELL' BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
chino and seal coating 753
1537. 
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
located at Murray Sport
Marine Center, 718 S 4th




dependable. Call 492 8556. 
PAINTING OF all kinds,
home or commercial No job




ROOFING, NEW houses. Re
roof, built-up roof, and
trailer roof coatinit Call 753
3310 
SERVICES OFFERED, if
you need it -done, we can do





make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2. Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 4/2 7026
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home 753 2211. 
WILL PLOW and disk
gardens. 753 1973 or 753,3413. 
WILL BREAK and order
garden. Phone 753 1686. 
WILL CLEAN houses and do
Yardwork. Call 492,8857.
56. FREE COLUMN  
FREE PERSIAN kittens,
gray, white, and mixed
colored, long and short
haired. 753 8536 
57. WANTED 
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, SA 50 for 5.1.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965,69,
75 cents. Call Cooley tn Paris,
(901) 642.5118. 
WANTED: PERSONS in-
terested in forming country- .
rock band'. 759 1799. 
WANTED: GARDEN plot in
Murray to tend in exchange
for sharing vegetables. Call
753 6147. 
WANTED. USED t.v. tower'





This week another load from St.
Louis. Tools, furniture, and glass.
AUCTION AUCTION AUCTION
May 5th, 10:30 a.m. rain or shine
Six trucks to be sold absolutely, as is where is. One at a
time or all together.
DESCRIPTION:
Six 1978 Chevrolet Medium Duty trucks with dead tandum
axles, 14 It. Rock bodies, single hoist, cab protectors, 366 gas
engine, 5 speed transmissions, 9,000 lb. front axle, 18,500 lb.
rear axle, 10:00 tires, dual SO gallon fuel tanks, fiberglass . tilt
, buckskin color. These trucks can be seen on gravel lot
1/2 blocks north of court square on North 5th St. in Murray,
Kentucky. Inquires can be made by calling Bill Dodson at 753-
3231.




On gravel lot 1L2 blocks north of court square on north 5th st.
Murray, Ky. These trucks can be seen at this location until sale
time. Keys will be available at 9 a.m. to sale time on sale day
for closer inspection.
TIME: May 5th, 10:30 a.m. rain or shine





• RUN FOR THE ROSES
And come up a winner in this lovely 3_ _
bedroortill.V. non*, on12 lendable arm's,
large outside stoft(ge building. This home
has many quality features large great
room, with unique fireplace, dining room,
ample closets, Reduced to $0,900. Don't
Delay It Will Be Too Late.
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Select A Newly Listed Home From Our Spring Showcase
"Professional Services With 'The Friendly Touch"
COUNTRY ARISTOCRAT
In a class by itself - this lovely 2-story
challenges comparison. On a beautiful
acre wooded lot, not far from city. The
1uzy-rious.f.!2ture8.3hound - large eadry..--
deri with-fireplace, country kitchen, for-
mal dining rm.. 4 large bedrooms; ? baths,
cvntral vacuum, intercom, Kohler bir- ,
rthday bath. A Brand New Listins - $84,900.
See This One Soon.
PERFECT HARMONY
Good looks & good living go hand-in-hand
when a home is designed & planned with
lots of thought & consideration 
Exquisitely decorated with top quality' car-
. --.- 4.•?!...ccourdanaiedw.aLl paper, autapeSf
. solutely nothing to do bin move in Kr enjOy.
Just 1 Yr. old, on large lot in one of this
regions most desirable areas. Sound in-




This sharp, newly decorated 3 bedroom
- " *r- _ V. -Ltrixe-kitcheirdiding,, spacmas hying -
area, roomy bedrnorns. carport. New out-
side storage. Located at 302 • North 17th
Street. IMMEDIATE POSSESSION AND
ONLY PAO.
•




SERVING ME ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
"Do Business Where Business Is' Bein Done- t
Barbara Erwin 753.4136
8.8 Hook 753-2387
Reuben Moody 753-9036 ,
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I Deaths and Funerals 
Funeral Services
For Fred Stone To
Be Held Saturday
The funeral for Fred Stone,
814 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray,
will be held 1Saturday at 11
a.m. at the chipel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren and
the Rev. A. M. Thomas of;
ficiating. Burial will follow in
t13 Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 10 a.m. on
Friday.
Mr. Stone, 77, died Wed-
nesday at 5 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.- Born Dec. 27. 1901, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late George Stone
and Lora Draffen Stone.
The deceased, a 'retired
• employee of the Murray
Division of Tappan. Inc., was
a member of the Goshen
Mrs. Peachie Hooks
Dies Wednesday;
Rites On Friday -
Mrs. Peachie W. Hooks died
Wednesday at 4:45 p.m. at her
home on Cadiz Route 2. She
was 80 years of age and the
wife of Milton Troy Hooks who
died in 1947.
The deceased was a
member of the Hurricane
Baptist Church in Trigg
County. Born Dec. 19, 1898, in
Trigg County, OW was the
daughter of the late William
I.ee Wallace and Mary
Elizabeth Smith Wallace.
Mrs. Hooks is survived by
three sons, Bub Hooks.
Murray. and. Wallace Hooks
and Billy Joe Hooks, Cadiz
Route 2: three sisters, Mrs.
Yu-we Jones and Mrs. Grace
Ahart. Murray. • and Mrs.
Genella Bogard, Cadiz Route
2, with whom the deceased
United Methodist Church had 
made her home; nine
where he served on the official
*
 grandchildren; eight great
board and as a Sunday School gr
andchildren.
superintendent. The f
uneral will be -held
He is survived by his wife. Friday
 at 2 p.m. at the chapel
Mrs. Vera Marine Stone, to of the 
Goodwin Funeral Home,
whom he was married on Dec. Cadiz, 
with the Rev. Jerry
19, 1920; two sons, Albert Lee Raley 
and the Rev. Dalton
Stone, Kingspcirt, Tenn., and Stations
 officiating. Burial
Eugene Stone, Beaumont, will fo
llow in the Bogard
Texas: one sister, Mrs. Ausie Cemete
ry in the Land Bet-
Autumn ) Pool, 1620 Catalina ween the 
Lakes.
Drive, Murray; one grand- Friends 
may call at the
daughter, Miss Nancy Stone. funeral 
home after 6 p.m.
Knoxville, Tenn. today 
Thursday
C. Hoyt Teague Is Dead At Age Of 71
AWARDS PRESENTED — Murray-Calloway County 
Jaycee p4sident Ted Delaney
(center) has presented two awards on behalf of the 
Jaycees to Walt Apperson (right)
and Gene McCutcheon (left) of The Murray ledge
r & Times. The Boss of the Year
award presented to ApperSon, publisher of the n
ewspaper, is in "recognition of con-
tinuing support of the Jaycee traditions and ideal
s." The award accepted by Mc-
Cutcheon, managing editor of the newspaper, is the
 'American Press Certificate of Ap-
preciation award in appreciation for the "inestima
ble benefits which have accrued
from a cordial relationship, together with hope that
 the future may witness the same
splendid cooperation."
Sinking Spring Church
Will Hold Youth Revival
A Youth Revival will be held
at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church on Friday, Saturday,.
and Sunday, May 4, 5, and 6,
with Stan Reid, youth director
of the Sharon Baptist Church.
• Mayfield: as the speaker.
The Rev. Charles Blair. vices.
C. Hoyt Teague, brother of 
grandsons; - 
__interim minister of the 
To close the youth revival,
Mrs.- Joe- Nell Rayburn of 
church, will direct the singing-.---:-the Youth 
Choir will present
Murray, died in a nursing
home at Louisville on Sunday.
He wds 71 years of age.
Mr. Teague resided in
Murray for several-years and
was a member of the First
Presbyterian Church:
He is survived by his-wife,
Mrs. Zonweiss Teague.
Louisville; two sons, Joseph
G. Teague. Cleveland. Ohio,
and C. H. Teague. Jr..,
Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Joe Nell Rayburn. Murray;
one brother, Bernard Teagiie,
Madison Heights, Mich.; four
The funeral was held




Federal-State Market New ServIce Mal.
3. 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act_ 993 Est. 550 Barrows &
Gilts ale lower Sows $142 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.  $43.75-44.00
US 2-3200-240 lbs.  143.50-43.75
US 2-3 240-250 lbs 142.50-43.50
US 2-4200-280 lbs.   $41.50-42.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  $36.0637.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 13500-3600
US 1-3 450-5013 lbs. 13
6.00-37.50
US 1-3500-650 lbs. 137 50-38.50





Desires To Be Your
City Councilman
Ward B
"Your Vote And Influence
Will Be Appreciated"
Services will be held at 7:30
p.m. on Friday: and Saturday
Hoptown Church
To Hold Festival
The First United Methodist
Church of Hopkinsville Will be
presenting."A Fest&al-of the
Arts" from May 12-20.
The program includes an
arts and crafts fair, 2-5 p.m.,
Saturday. May 12: a luncheon
with a .guitai . program bj
Charles Winkler. 1271 p.m.,
Tuesday. May 15; a drama
workshop at 4 p.m., and Hold Sale Saturdaypresentation at 6:30 6.m. by
the King's Players, • Wed-
nesday, May 16; a vocal and The 
Senior Citizens
viola recital by Jo York and Green
house will have another
-Angela Marshall. 7:30 p.m.. sale on S
aturday. Ma j 5. iron/
Friday, May 18 and the 8:30 a.m. 
to 4 p.m at the
('hancel Choir performing greenhouse
, located at i,6'2, •
Haydn's "Creation" with West Ma
in Street. Mu
-soloists Nell Marshall. Bar- according 
to Kathie C ntr,
bara Felts, Gabriel Tan and coordinator
.
Charles -Tilley, .3:30 , Ms: Ge
ntry s
_ greenhouse still
and at 11 a.m. on Sunday.
At the Sunday morning
services the Youth Choir,
directed by Tommy Scott, will
sing "Where Your Treasure
Is." Lenon Hall, deacon Of the
week, will asSisrin the 'her-
Sunday, May 20
All events are free and will
be held at the church. ,
Rib Eye
the musical, -Keep On.- at
7:30 p.m. on Sunday. This will
be a group of songs explaining
the joys and obligations of
living a Christ centered life.
Mr. Scott said.
Soloists will be Diane
McMillen. Teresa Cun-
ningham, :Hal Orr. Marketia
Orr. Jane Cooper, and Phil
Jones. In charge of the sound
will be Gary Starks.







eggplant, and *per. a. •
with green /ind
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Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Calloway Band Now
Holding Fund Event
- The Calloway County Band
is selling tickets for a Honda
Express as a fund raising
• benefit for the band. Proceeds
will be used to help send the
band members to camp this
The drawing for the Honda
'Will be -held nn -May 12 at the
band banquet and the winner
will be contacted immediately
after the event.
Tickets may be -bought from
an band member or band
booster...at either the Bank of
Murray or Peoples Bank
downtown branches, or at
Overby Honda, a band
spokesman said.
Charles Dickens sometimes
wrote under the pen name
Campaign...
ATKINS
While he stumped in Clark
and Woodford counties,
Atkins' office released a
statement calling for
guaranteed annual salary
increases for state employees
to eliminate what he called the
"political football" involving
public workers.
-Most state employees are
dedicated public servants,"
the auditor said. "It's time we
started treating them like the
professionals they are' andnot
like politital footballs to be
bounced around at the
governor's whim for political
gain."
HUBBARD
Touring Jackson, Estill and
Clay counties in the con-
servative Fifth Di,strict,
Hubbard said the state cdeld
do a better job of promoting its
tourist industry. He said the
potential is far greater than
the current 6,1.4 billion tourism
brings to the Kentucky
economy.
NUNN
Elsewhere in the Fifth
District, Nunn hammered
away at his theme of gover-
nment neglect for Kentucky
farmers, particularly tobacco
growers. .
"The ( Carter ) • ad-
ministration has turned a
callous disregard to the
200,000 farm families of
Kentucky," Nunn said in
Monticello. '%Ve shave got to
Temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
-Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday. May 5, at
7 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be in the Fellow
Craft Degree.
All Fellow Craft Masons are
urged to attend, according to
Larry Roberts, Master of the
lodge.
(Continued From Page One
get somebody as governor of
Kentucky that will not be
trying to get the present
president back in office." The
reference apparently was to
Gov. Carroll's backing of
Carter m the 1976 presidential
race.
McBRAYER
About 200 persons turned out
or a Muhfordville rally with
McBrayer in Mrs. Stovall's
- home territory of Hart
Temple Hill Church
Plans Homecoming
The Temple Hill United
Methodist Church will hold its
annual homecoming on
Sunday, May 6, with the
pastor, the Rev. A. H.
McLeod, as-the speaker at the
11 a.m. services.
A gospel singing will be held
in the afternoon and all
singers and listeners are in-
vited to attend: -
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and a basket dinner will
be served at noon.
Donations will 'beaccepted.
for the perpetual care of the
cemetery.
•
- LENDING FOR OIL
WASHINGTON t AP) -
With the world's energy crisis
intensifying, the World Bank,
a United Nations' financial
agency, will expand its
assistance for oil and natural-
gas production in the
developing countries.
Bank dfficials said some 60
countries could benefit in the
early 1980's from ,an ac-
celerated program of ex-
ploration and development for
oil, natural gas and coal.
The program will give
priority to countries- that
depend heavily on ported
oil and have the gr test need





campaigned 'in Meade and
Breckinridge counties.
Asked about Brown's
charge relating to McBrayer's
appointment in the Carroll
administration, McDaniel
said "we expect a lot of these
kinds of charges from can-
didates whose campaigns
aren't doing so well.
"We just won't dignify such




The Rev, Billy Smith will be
the speaker at the 11 a.m.
worship services for the
homecoming at the North
Fork Baptist Church on
Sunday, May 6.
Rev. Smith is the
missionary for the -Western
District Baptist Association in
Tennessee.
The featured singers for the
afternoon singing will be the
Century Singers of Benton.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., and a potluck dinner will
be served at noon.
Russell's Chapel To
Hear Mr. Lassiter
Guest speaker at the 11 a.m.
services On Sj4iday, May 6, at
the' RuSse s Chapel United
Methodi Church will be
Charlie' Lassiter, director of
pupa" personnel for the
Calloway County Schools,
farmer state representative,
and layman of the Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
Church.
Sunday School will be held
at 10 a.m., according to the
church pastor, the Rev. A. H.
McLeod.
Who'll Pay You 9.510% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
•
Peoples Bank moneymarket certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates havia 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is S10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of S10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on thes
e
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.•
This 9.570% rate is effedive on certificates purchased front now through- -
May 9, 1979
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF









3 months $100 . 5.6
53%..
1 or 2 years $1,000 6.0°0 6.183%
2' 2 or 3 years $1,000 6.5°. 6.115%
4 years $1,000 7.25% 1.5
18%
6 years $1,000 7.50%
7.787%
8 or 10 years $1,000 1.15% 8.
051%
- Federal law requires a substant
ial interest penalt on amounts ‘‘ithd
ra%k -1 before nutilr1t an 'mint mg. to f,r-
feiture of 90 da s interest and the reducti
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MURRAY KY.
- Mcrnber FDIC -
SoHuigth,wma:r6,4.: DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
Telephone
753-2617
